
 

KE 68172915 

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

HOUSTON DIVISION 

 )  
In re: ) Chapter 11 
 )  
BRUIN E&P PARTNERS, LLC, et al.,1 ) Case No. 20-33605 (MI) 
 )  
 ) (Jointly Administrated) 
    Debtors. )  
 )  

DEBTORS’ APPLICATION FOR ENTRY OF AN ORDER  
(I) AUTHORIZING THE RETENTION AND EMPLOYMENT OF PJT PARTNERS LP  

AS INVESTMENT BANKER FOR THE DEBTORS AND DEBTORS IN  
POSSESSION, EFFECTIVE AS OF THE PETITION DATE, (II) WAIVING CERTAIN  

TIME-KEEPING REQUIREMENTS, AND (III) GRANTING RELATED RELIEF 

THIS MOTION SEEKS AN ORDER THAT MAY ADVERSELY AFFECT YOU. IF YOU OPPOSE THE 
MOTION, YOU SHOULD IMMEDIATELY CONTACT THE MOVING PARTY TO RESOLVE THE 
DISPUTE. IF YOU AND THE MOVING PARTY CANNOT AGREE, YOU MUST FILE A RESPONSE AND 
SEND A COPY TO THE MOVING PARTY. YOU MUST FILE AND SERVE YOUR RESPONSE WITHIN 
21 DAYS OF THE DATE THIS WAS SERVED ON YOU. YOUR RESPONSE MUST STATE WHY THE 
MOTION SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED. IF YOU DO NOT FILE A TIMELY RESPONSE, THE RELIEF 
MAY BE GRANTED WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO YOU. IF YOU OPPOSE THE MOTION AND 
HAVE NOT REACHED AN AGREEMENT, YOU MUST ATTEND THE HEARING. UNLESS THE 
PARTIES AGREE OTHERWISE, THE COURT MAY CONSIDER EVIDENCE AT THE HEARING AND 
MAY DECIDE THE MOTION AT THE HEARING. 

REPRESENTED PARTIES SHOULD ACT THROUGH THEIR ATTORNEY. 

The above-captioned debtors and debtors in possession (collectively, the “Debtors”)2 state 

the following in support of this application (this “Application”): 

                                                 
1  A complete list of each of the Debtors in these chapter 11 cases may be obtained on the website of the Debtors’ 

proposed claims and noticing agent at http://omniagentsolutions.com/bruin.  The location of Debtor Bruin E&P 
Partners, LLC’s principal place of business and the Debtors’ service address in these chapter 11 cases is                 
602 Sawyer Street, Suite 710, Houston, Texas 77007. 

2  A detailed description of the Debtors and their businesses, and the facts and circumstances supporting the Debtors’ 
chapter 11 cases, are set forth in greater detail in the Declaration of Matthew B. Steele, Chief Executive Officer 
of Bruin E&P Partners, LLC, in Support of Chapter 11 Petitions and First Day Motions (the “First Day 
Declaration”) [Docket No. 15], filed contemporaneously with the Debtors’ voluntary petitions for relief filed 
under chapter 11 of title 11 of the United States Code (the “Bankruptcy Code”) on July 17, 2020 (the “Petition 
Date”). 
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Relief Requested 

1. The Debtors seek entry of an order, substantially in the form attached hereto:  

(a) authorizing the retention and employment of PJT Partners LP (“PJT”) as investment banker for 

the Debtors, in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in that certain engagement letter, 

including any amendments and schedules thereto, dated as of April 23, 2020, attached to the Order 

as Exhibit 1 ( the “Engagement Letter”),3 effective as of the Petition Date, (b) waiving certain 

time-keeping requirements, and (c) granting related relief.   In support of this Application, the 

Debtors respectfully submit the declaration of Peter Laurinaitis (the “Laurinaitis Declaration”). 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

2. The United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of Texas 

(the “Court”) has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1334.  This matter is a core 

proceeding within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. § 157(b).  The Debtors confirm their consent, pursuant 

to rule 7008 of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure (the “Bankruptcy Rules”), to the entry 

of a final order. 

3. Venue is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1408 and 1409. 

4. The bases for the relief requested herein are sections 327(a) and 328(a) of the 

Bankruptcy Code, Bankruptcy Rules 2014(a) and 2016, and rules 2014-1 and 2016-1 of the 

Bankruptcy Local Rules for the Southern District of Texas (the “Bankruptcy Local Rules”). 

Background 

5. Bruin E&P Partners, LLC (“Bruin”) and its Debtor subsidiaries are a privately 

owned exploration and production (“E&P”) enterprise focused on the acquisition and development 

                                                 
3  Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the PJT 

Engagement Letter. 
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of onshore oil and natural gas producing properties.  The Debtors’ primary production and 

development activities are located in North Dakota.  Headquartered in Houston, Texas, and with 

offices in Colorado and North Dakota, the Debtors have approximately 134 employees.  The 

Debtors’ operating revenue for the twelve-month period that ended December 31, 2019 was 

approximately $582 million and, as of the Petition Date, the Debtors have approximately $1.077 

billion in total funded debt obligations.  

6. On the Petition Date, each Debtor filed a voluntary petition for relief under 

chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. The Debtors are operating their businesses and managing their 

properties as debtors in possession pursuant to sections 1107(a) and 1108 of the Bankruptcy Code.  

These chapter 11 cases have been consolidated for procedural purposes only and are being jointly 

administered pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 1015(b) [Docket No. 29].  No request for the 

appointment of a trustee or examiner has been made in these chapter 11 cases, and no committees 

have been appointed or designated. 

PJT’s Qualifications 

7. As detailed in the Laurinaitis Declaration, PJT’s Restructuring and Special 

Situations Group is one of the industry’s leading advisors to companies and creditors in a variety 

of complex restructurings and bankruptcies.  PJT was spun off from The Blackstone Group L.P. 

(“Blackstone”) effective October 1, 2015.4  Upon the consummation of the spinoff, Blackstone’s 

                                                 
4  On October 7, 2014, the board of directors of Blackstone’s general partner approved a plan to spin off its financial 

and strategic advisory services, restructuring and reorganization advisory services and Park Hill fund placement 
businesses, and to combine these businesses with an independent financial advisory firm founded by Paul J. 
Taubman, to form an independent, publicly traded company called PJT Partners Inc.  PJT is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of PJT Partners Holdings LP, a holding partnership that is controlled by PJT Partners Inc., as general 
partner.  PJT Partners Inc. is led by Paul J. Taubman, as chairman and chief executive officer.  This spinoff was 
effected via a multi-step transaction. 
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Restructuring and Reorganization advisory group became a part of PJT, and Blackstone’s 

restructuring professionals became employees of PJT.  The former Blackstone restructuring 

professionals, in their capacity as PJT employees, have been conducting business and providing 

their clients with the same high-quality restructuring services that Blackstone had itself provided 

since the formation of its restructuring advisory practice approximately 29 years ago.  PJT 

professionals have extensive experience working with financially troubled companies in complex 

financial restructurings.  Since 1991, PJT professionals have advised on more than 600 distressed 

situations, both in and out of court, involving more than $2.0 trillion of total liabilities. 

8. The partners and members of PJT’s Restructuring and Special Situations Group 

have provided services to debtors, creditors’ committees, and other constituencies in numerous 

chapter 11 cases, including, among others: AbitibiBowater Inc.; Aegean Marine Petroleum 

Network Inc.; Adelphia Communications Corporation; Allen Systems Group, Inc.; Ambac 

Financial Group, Inc.; Apex Silver Mines Ltd.; Arch Coal, Inc.; Arsenal Resources Development 

LLC; Ascent Resources Marcellus Holdings, LLC; The Bon-Ton Stores, Inc.; Caesars 

Entertainment Operating Corporation; Cengage Learning, Inc.; Chaparral Energy LLC; CHC 

Group Ltd.; Cumulus Media Inc.; Delta Air Lines, Inc.; Dixie Electric, LLC; Dynegy Inc.; 

Eastman Kodak Company; Edison Mission Energy; Energy Future Holdings Corporation; Energy 

XXI Ltd.; Endeavor International Corporation; Energy & Exploration Partners, Inc.; Enron 

Corporation; EP Energy Corporation; Excel Maritime Carriers, Ltd.; EXCO Resources, Inc.; 

FirstEnergy Solutions Corp.; Flag Telecom Holdings Limited; Flying J. Inc.; FullBeauty Brands 

Holding Corp.; Fusion Connect, Inc.; Genco Shipping & Trading Limited; General Motors 

Corporation; Global Crossing Ltd.; Halcón Resources Corporation; Hawker Beechcraft, Inc.; 

Hercules Offshore, Inc.; Homer City Generation, L.P.; Hostess Brands, Inc.; Houghton Mifflin 
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Harcourt Publishing Company; Lee Enterprises Inc.; Legend Parent Inc.; LightSquared Inc.; Los 

Angeles Dodgers LLC; LyondellBasell Industries; Magnetation LLC; Magnum Hunter Resources 

Corporation; Merisant Worldwide, Inc.; Mirant Corp.; New Gulf Resources, LLC; NewPage 

Corporation; NTK Holdings, Inc.; Paragon Offshore plc; Patriot Coal Corporation; Penn Virginia 

Corporation; PES Holdings, LLC; PHI, Inc.; Quicksilver Resources, Inc.; Relativity Fashion, 

LLC; Sabine Oil & Gas Corp.; Samson Resources Corporation; SemGroup; Toisa Ltd.; TerreStar 

Networks Inc.; Triangle USA Petroleum Corporation; Trident Holding Company, LLC; Tribune 

Company; Ultra Petroleum Corp.; Venoco Inc.; VER Technologies Holdco LLC; Verso 

Corporation; Walter Energy, Inc.; Westinghouse Electric Company LLC; W.R. Grace & Co.; 

Windstream Holdings, Inc.; and Winn-Dixie Stores, Inc. In addition, the restructuring group has 

provided general restructuring advice to major companies such as Clearwire Corporation, Ford 

Motor Company, The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, and Xerox Corporation. 

9. PJT was initially engaged by the Debtors on or about January 31, 2020 to provide 

certain advisory and investment banking services in connection with a possible liability 

management transaction. On or about April 1, 2020, PJT’s engagement was expanded pursuant to 

the Engagement Letter to provide services in connection with the restructuring of the Debtors 

and/or the sale, merger, or other disposition of all or a portion of the Debtors or its assets.  Over 

the past six months, PJT has engaged in extensive due diligence of the Debtors’ business, including 

its operations, assets, capital structure, contractual arrangements, cash flows, and liquidity to build 

a foundation for a restructuring strategy.   

10. As a result of the prepetition and post-petition work performed by PJT on behalf of 

the Debtors over the past few months, PJT has acquired significant knowledge of the Debtors’ 

financial affairs, business operations, capital structure, assets, key stakeholders, financing 
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documents, and other related material information.  Likewise, in providing services to the Debtors, 

PJT’s professionals have worked closely with the Debtors’ management, Board of Directors 

(the “Board”), and other advisors.  If this Application is approved, several of PJT’s professionals, 

all with substantial expertise in the areas discussed above, will continue to provide services to the 

Debtors and will work closely with the Debtors’ management, the Board, and other professionals 

throughout the reorganization process.  Accordingly, as a result of PJT’s representation of the 

Debtors prior to and after the commencement of these chapter 11 cases and PJT’s extensive 

experience representing chapter 11 debtors, PJT is well qualified to provide these services and 

represent the Debtors during these chapter 11 cases. 

11. Indeed, if the Debtors were required to retain an investment banker other than PJT 

in connection with these chapter 11 cases, the Debtors, their estate, and other parties in interest 

would be unduly prejudiced by the time and expense necessary to familiarize another investment 

banker with the intricacies of the Debtors and their business operations. 

Services to Be Provided 

12. Subject to further order of the Court, and consistent with the terms of the 

Engagement Letter, PJT’s anticipated services in these chapter 11 cases, to the extent necessary, 

appropriate, feasible and as may be requested by the Debtors, include the following:5 

a. assist in the evaluation of the Debtors’ businesses and prospects; 

b. assist in the development of the Debtors’ long-term business plan and 
related financial projections; 

                                                 
5 The summary of the Engagement Letter in this application is qualified in its entirety by reference to the provisions 

of the Engagement Letter.  To the extent there is any discrepancy between the summary contained in this 
Application and the terms set forth in the Engagement Letter, the terms of the Engagement Letter shall govern.  
Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the 
Engagement Letter. 
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c. assist in the development of financial data and presentations to Bruin’s 
Board of Directors, various creditors and other third parties; 

d. analyze the Debtors’ financial liquidity and evaluate alternatives to improve 
such liquidity; 

e. analyze various restructuring scenarios and the potential impact of these 
scenarios on the recoveries of those stakeholders impacted by the 
Restructuring6; 

f. provide strategic advice with regard to restructuring or refinancing the 
Debtors’ Obligations; 

g. evaluate the Debtors’ debt capacity and alternative capital structures; 

h. participate in negotiations among the Debtors and its creditors, suppliers, 
lessors and other interested parties; 

i. value securities offered by the Debtors in connection with a Restructuring; 

j. advise the Debtors and negotiate with lenders with respect to potential 
waivers or amendments of various credit facilities; 

k. assist in arranging financing for the Debtors, as requested; 

l. provide expert witness testimony concerning any of the subjects 
encompassed by the other investment banking services; 

m. assist the Debtors in preparing marketing materials in conjunction with a 
possible sale transaction; 

n. assist the Debtors in identifying potential buyers or parties in interest to a 
potential sale transaction and assist in the due diligence process; 

o. assist and advise the Debtors concerning the terms, conditions and impact 
of any proposed sale transaction; and 

                                                 
6  As provided for the Engagement Letter, “Restructuring” shall mean, collectively, (i) any restructuring, 

reorganization (whether or not pursuant to chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code and/or 
recapitalization of the Company affecting any of its existing or potential debt obligations or other claims against 
the Company, including, without limitation, senior debt, junior debt, trade claims, general unsecured claims, and 
preferred stock (collectively, the "Obligations"), and/or (ii) a sale or other acquisition or disposition of a material 
portion of the assets and/or equity of the Company, and/or (iii) any complete or partial repurchase, refinancing, 
extension or repayment by the Company of any of the Obligations. 
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p. provide such other advisory services as are customarily provided in 
connection with the analysis and negotiation of a transaction similar to a 
potential Restructuring, as requested and mutually agreed.  

No Duplication of Services 

13. PJT’s services are intended to complement, and not duplicate, the services to be 

rendered by any other professional retained by the Debtors in these chapter 11 cases.  PJT has 

informed the Debtors that it understands that the Debtors have retained and may retain additional 

professionals during the term of the engagement and will use its reasonable efforts to work 

cooperatively with such professionals to integrate any respective work conducted by the 

professionals on behalf of the Debtors. 

Professional Compensation 

14. PJT’s decision to advise and assist the Debtors in connection with these chapter 11 

cases is subject to its ability to be retained in accordance with the terms of the Engagement Letter 

pursuant to section 328(a), and not section 330, of the Bankruptcy Code. 

15. In consideration of the services to be provided by PJT, and as more fully described 

in the Engagement Letter, subject to this Court’s approval, the Debtors and PJT have agreed that 

PJT shall, in respect of its services, be compensated under the following fee structure 

(the “Fee Structure”):7 

a. Monthly Fee.  The Debtors shall pay PJT a monthly advisory fee 
(the “Monthly Fee”) of $150,000 per month. Fifty percent (50%) of all 
Monthly Fees paid to PJT after $1,200,000 in Monthly Fees have been paid 

                                                 
7  The summary of the Fee Structure in this Application is qualified in its entirety by reference to the provisions of 

the Engagement Letter.  To the extent there is any discrepancy between the summary contained in this Application 
and the terms set forth in the Engagement Letter, the terms of the Engagement Letter shall govern. The 
Engagement Letter provides for the payment of an Amendment Fee and a Discretionary Fee.  For the avoidance 
of doubt, the Amendment Fee was paid prior to the Petition Date and, thus, PJT is not seeking to be paid an 
Amendment Fee in these chapter 11 cases. In addition, PJT is not seeking to be paid a Discretionary Fee in these 
chapter 11 cases. 
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shall be credited against any Restructuring Fee (as defined below) payable 
under the Engagement Letter;   

b. Capital Raising Fee.  The Debtors shall pay PJT a capital raising fee 
(the “Capital Raising Fee”) for any financing arranged by PJT, earned and 
payable upon the closing of such financing.  The Capital Raising Fee will 
be calculated as: 

• Senior Debt.  1.0% of the total issuance size for new money senior 
debt financing; 

• Junior Debt.  3.0% of the total issuance size for new money junior 
debt financing; and 

• Equity Financing.  5.0% of the issuance amount for new money 
equity financing. 

c. Restructuring Fee.  In accordance with the terms of the Engagement 
Letter, the Debtors shall pay PJT an additional fee  
(the “Restructuring Fee”) equal to $9,000,000, earned and payable upon 
consummation of a Restructuring.  

Expense Reimbursements. 

• In addition to the fees described above, the Debtors agree to 
reimburse PJT for all reasonable and documented out-of-pocket 
expenses incurred during the engagement, including, but not limited 
to, travel and lodging, direct identifiable data processing, document 
production, publishing services and communication charges, courier 
services, working meals, reasonable fees and expenses of PJT’s 
counsel (without the requirement that the retention of such counsel 
be approved by the court in any bankruptcy case) and other 
necessary expenditures.  

• Further, in connection with the reimbursement, contribution and 
indemnification provisions set forth in the Engagement Letter and 
Attachment A to the Engagement Letter  (the “Indemnification 
Agreement”), which is incorporated therein by reference, the 
Debtors agree to reimburse each Indemnified Party (as defined in 
the Indemnification Agreement) for its legal and other expenses 
(including the cost of any investigation and preparation) as they are 
incurred in connection with any matter in any way relating to or 
referred to in the Engagement Letter or arising out of the matters 
contemplated by the Engagement Letter (including, without 
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limitation, in enforcing the Engagement Letter), subject to certain 
exceptions set forth in the Indemnification Agreement. 

16. As part of the overall compensation payable to PJT under the terms of the 

Engagement Letter, the Debtors have agreed to certain indemnification, contribution, and 

reimbursement obligations set forth in the Indemnification Agreement attached as Attachment A 

to the Engagement Letter. 

17. The terms of the Engagement Letter and Indemnification Agreement were 

negotiated at arm’s-length and the Debtors respectfully submit that the indemnification, 

contribution, and reimbursement provisions are reasonable and appropriate under the 

circumstances. 

18. Moreover, consistent with the practice in this jurisdiction, the Debtors request, and 

PJT has agreed, that the Court approve the indemnification, contribution, and reimbursement 

provisions reflected in the Indemnification Agreement, subject to the modifications reflected in 

the Order as follows, during the pendency of these chapter 11 cases:  

a. subject to the provisions of subparagraphs (b) and (c), infra, the 
Debtors are authorized to indemnify, and to provide contribution 
and reimbursement to, and shall indemnify, and provide 
contribution and reimbursement to, any Indemnified Party (as 
defined in the Indemnification Agreement) in accordance with the 
Indemnification Agreement for any claim arising from, related to, 
or in connection with the services provided for in the Engagement 
Letter; 

b. notwithstanding subparagraph (a) above or any provisions of the 
Indemnification Agreement to the contrary, the Debtors shall have 
no obligation to indemnify PJT or provide contribution or 
reimbursement to PJT (i) for any claim or expense that is judicially 
determined (the determination having become final) to have arisen 
from PJT’s self-dealing, breach of fiduciary duty (if any), willful 
misconduct, gross negligence or bad faith; (ii) for a contractual 
dispute in which the Debtors allege the breach of PJT’s contractual 
obligations if the Court determines that indemnification, 
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contribution or reimbursement would not be permissible pursuant to 
In re United Artists Theatre Company, 315 F.3d 217  (3d Cir. 2003); 
or (iii) for any claim or expense that is settled prior to a judicial 
determination as to the exclusions set forth in clauses (i) and (ii) 
above, but determined by this Court, after notice and a hearing 
pursuant to subparagraph (c) hereof, to be a claim or expense for 
which PJT should not receive indemnity, contribution, or 
reimbursement under the terms of the Indemnity Agreement, as 
modified by the Order; and 

c. if, before the earlier of (i) the entry of an order confirming a chapter 
11 plan in this case (that order having become a final order no longer 
subject to appeal), and (ii) the entry of an order closing these chapter 
11 cases, PJT believes that it is entitled to the payment of any 
amounts by the Debtors on account of the Debtors’ indemnification, 
contribution and/or reimbursement obligations under the 
Indemnification Agreement (as modified by the Order), including, 
without limitation, the advancement of defense costs, PJT must file 
an application therefore in this Court, and the Debtors may not pay 
any such amounts to PJT before the entry of an order by this Court 
approving the payment.  This subparagraph (c) is intended only to 
specify the period of time during which the Court shall have 
jurisdiction over any request by PJT for indemnification, 
contribution, or reimbursement, and is not a provision limiting the 
duration of the Debtors’ obligation to indemnify PJT.   

19. The Debtors believe that the provisions of the Indemnification Agreement, as 

modified by the Order, are appropriate under the circumstances, consistent with recent orders 

entered in this jurisdiction, and should be approved.  The Debtors believe that such an 

indemnification obligation is customary, reasonable, and necessary to retain the services of an 

investment banker in these chapter 11 cases. 

20. To the best of the Debtors’ knowledge, information, and belief, no promises have 

been received by PJT as to compensation in connection with these chapter 11 cases other than as 

outlined in the Engagement Letter, and PJT has no agreement with any other entity to share any 

compensation received with any person other than the principals and employees of PJT. 
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21. PJT intends to apply to the Court for allowance of compensation for professional 

services rendered and reimbursement of expenses incurred in connection with these chapter 11 

cases, subject to the Court’s approval and in compliance with the Bankruptcy Code, the 

Bankruptcy Rules, the Local Rules, and any orders entered in these chapter 11 cases regarding 

professional compensation and reimbursement of expenses (to the extent compliance is not 

waived). 

22. PJT will maintain records in support of any actual, necessary costs and expenses 

incurred in connection with the rendering of its services in these chapter 11 cases.  However, 

because (a) it is not the general practice of investment banking firms such as PJT to keep detailed 

time records similar to those customarily kept by attorneys, (b) PJT does not ordinarily keep time 

records on a “project category” basis, and (c) PJT’s compensation is based on a fixed Monthly 

Fee, the Capital Raising Fee, and the Restructuring Fee, the Debtors respectfully requests that 

PJT’s professionals only be required to maintain records (in summary format) of the services 

rendered for the Debtors, including summary descriptions of those services, the approximate time 

expended in providing those services (in one-half hour increments), and the identity of the 

professionals who provided those services.  PJT will present such records to this Court in its fee 

applications.  Moreover, the Debtors respectfully request that PJT’s professionals not be required 

to keep time records on a “project category” basis, that its non-investment banking professionals 

and personnel in administrative departments (including legal) not be required to maintain any time 

records, and that it not be required to provide or conform to any schedule of hourly rates.  To the 

extent that PJT would otherwise be required to submit more detailed time records for its 

professionals by the Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Rules, the Local Rules, or other applicable 
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procedures and orders of the Court, the Debtors respectfully request that this Court waive or excuse 

compliance with such requirements or guidelines. 

23. The Debtors believe that the Fee Structure described above and in the Engagement 

Letter is consistent with, and typical of, compensation arrangements entered into by PJT and other 

comparable firms in connection with the rendering of similar services under similar circumstances 

and is reasonable, market-based, and merited by PJT’s restructuring expertise.  After discussions 

and arm’s-length negotiations, the Debtors believe that the Fee Structure is reasonable, 

market-based, and designed to compensate PJT fairly for its work and to cover customary 

expenses. 

24. PJT’s strategic and financial expertise, as well as its capital markets knowledge, 

financing skills, and restructuring capabilities, some or all of which have and will be required by 

the Debtors during the term of PJT’s engagement, were all important factors to the Debtors in 

determining the Fee Structure.  The Debtors believe that the ultimate benefit of PJT’s services 

hereunder cannot be measured by reference to the number of hours to be expended by PJT’s 

professionals in the performance of such services.  The Debtors and PJT have agreed upon the Fee 

Structure in anticipation that a substantial commitment of professional time and effort will be 

required of PJT and its professionals in connection with these chapter 11 cases and in light of the 

fact that: (a) such commitment may foreclose other opportunities for PJT and (b) the actual time 

and commitment required of PJT and its professionals to perform its services under the 

Engagement Letter may vary substantially from week-to-week and month-to-month, creating 

“peak load” issues for PJT. 
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PJT’s Disinterestedness 

25. PJT has reviewed the list of parties-in-interest provided by the Debtors.  To the best 

of PJT’s knowledge, as of the date hereof, and except to the extent disclosed herein or in the 

Laurinaitis Declaration, PJT: (a) is a “disinterested person” within the meaning of section 101(14) 

of the Bankruptcy Code, as required by section 327(a) of the Bankruptcy Code; (b) does not hold 

or represent an interest adverse to the Debtors’ estate; and (c) has no connection to the Debtors, 

their creditors, or related parties. 

26. Given the large number of parties-in-interest in these chapter 11 cases, and despite 

the efforts to identify and disclose PJT’s relationships with parties-in-interest in these chapter 11 

cases, PJT is unable to state with certainty that every client relationship or other connection has 

been disclosed in the Laurinaitis Declaration.  PJT will make continued inquiries following the 

filing of the Application, on a periodic basis, with additional disclosures to this Court if necessary 

or otherwise appropriate. 

27. According to the Debtors’ books and records, during the ninety-day period before 

the Petition Date, the Debtors paid PJT $1,022,580.65 for fees earned and $22,006.67 for expenses 

incurred.  Prior to the Petition Date, PJT had also received advance payments in the aggregate 

amount of $127,419.35.  Given the timing of the filing, PJT may not yet have accounted for all 

expenses it incurred before the Petition Date.  In the event PJT subsequently becomes aware of 

additional prepetition expenses incurred on behalf of the Debtors, PJT will reduce its advance by 

such amounts.  To the extent that amounts paid by the Debtors to PJT prior to the Petition Date 

exceed amounts incurred by PJT prepetition, such excess will be held by PJT as security 

throughout these chapter 11 cases until PJT’s fees and expenses are fully paid. 
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28. The Debtors are informed that PJT will not share any compensation to be paid by 

the Debtors, in connection with services to be performed after the Petition Date, with any other 

person, other than other principals and employees of PJT, to the extent required by section 504 of 

the Bankruptcy Code. 

Basis for Relief Requested 

29. The Debtors seek authority to employ and retain PJT as investment banker under 

section 327 of the Bankruptcy Code, which provides that a debtor is authorized to employ 

professional persons “that do not hold or represent an interest adverse to the estate, and that are 

disinterested persons, to represent or assist the [Debtors] in carrying out the [Debtors’] duties under 

this title.”  11 U.S.C. § 327(a). Section 1107(b) of the Bankruptcy Code elaborates upon 

sections 101(14) and 327(a) of the Bankruptcy Code in cases under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy 

Code and provides that “a person is not disqualified for employment under section 327 of the 

Bankruptcy Code by a debtor in possession solely because of such person’s employment by or 

representation of the debtor before the commencement of the case.”  11 U.S.C. § 1107(b). 

30. In addition, the Debtors seek approval of the Fee Structure and the Engagement 

Letter (including the Indemnification Agreement) pursuant to section 328(a) of the Bankruptcy 

Code, which provides, in relevant part, that a debtor “with the court’s approval, may employ or 

authorize the employment of a professional person under section 327 . . . on any reasonable terms 

and conditions of employment, including on a retainer, on an hourly basis, on a fixed or percentage 

fee basis, or on a contingent fee basis.”  11 U.S.C. § 328(a).  Accordingly, section 328 of the 

Bankruptcy Code permits the compensation of professionals, including investment bankers, on 

flexible terms that reflect the nature of their services and market conditions.   
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31. Furthermore, the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 

2005 amended section 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code to read as follows: 

The trustee, or a committee appointed under section 1102 of this 
title, with the court’s approval, may employ or authorize the 
employment of a professional person under section 327 or 1103 of 
this title, as the case may be, on any reasonable terms and conditions 
of employment, including on a retainer, on an hourly basis, on a 
fixed or percentage fee basis, or on a contingent fee basis. 

11 U.S.C. § 328(a).  It is thus clear that a debtor may retain a professional on a fixed or percentage 

fee basis with Court approval, such as the Fee Structure for PJT in the Engagement Letter. 

32. The Fee Structure in the Engagement Letter sets forth reasonable terms and 

conditions of employment and should be approved under section 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code.  

The Fee Structure adequately reflects:  (a) the nature of the services to be provided by PJT and 

(b) fee structures and indemnification provisions typically utilized by PJT and other leading 

investment banking firms, which do not bill their time on an hourly basis and generally are 

compensated on a transactional basis.  Furthermore, PJT did not vary its rate based on the location 

of these chapter 11 cases. 

33. As set forth above, and notwithstanding approval of the Engagement Letter under 

section 328 of the Bankruptcy Code, PJT intends to apply for compensation for professional 

services rendered and reimbursement of expenses incurred in connection with these chapter 11 

cases, subject to the Court’s approval and in compliance with applicable provisions of the 

Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Rules, the Local Rules, and any other applicable procedures 

and orders of the Court, with certain limited modifications. 

34. Specifically, the Debtors request that the requirements of Bankruptcy Rule 2016 be 

tailored to the nature of PJT’s engagement and its compensation structure.  PJT has requested, 
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pursuant to section 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, payment of its fees on a fixed-rate and 

contingency basis and the payment of the fees described in the Engagement Letter, which, as set 

forth above, is customary in the investment banking industry.  Additionally, it is not the general 

practice of investment banking firms to keep detailed time records similar to those customarily 

kept by attorneys.  As discussed above, however, PJT’s personnel in these chapter 11 cases will 

keep summary time records in one-half hour increments describing their daily activities and the 

identity of persons who performed such tasks.  In addition, apart from the time-recording practices 

described above, PJT’s personnel do not maintain their time records on a “project category” basis.  

As such, the Debtors request modification of the requirements under Bankruptcy Rule 2016. 

35. In addition, the provisions of the Indemnification Agreement are reasonable and 

have been approved and implemented in other large chapter 11 cases by courts in and outside of 

this jurisdiction.  Accordingly, the Debtors submit that the relief requested in this Application is 

in the best interests of its estate, creditors, and all parties-in-interest to these chapter 11 cases. 

36. The Debtors will regularly monitor the fees and expenses of PJT to ensure that 

PJT’s professionals are assisting the Debtors in the most cost-effective and efficient manner.  The 

Debtors will employ similar procedures for reviewing professional invoices that they have 

employed prior to the commencement of these chapter 11 cases. 

37. Denial of the relief requested herein will deprive the Debtors of the assistance of a 

uniquely qualified investment banking firm.  Moreover, with the significant amount of services 

already provided to the Debtors over the past few months, a denial of PJT’s employment would 

result in an unjust disadvantage to the Debtors and all parties-in-interest because of PJT’s 

understanding of the Debtors’ operations.  Indeed, if the Debtors were forced to engage a new 

investment banker who lacks a thorough understanding of the Debtors’ business and the initiatives 
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that have been implemented over the course of the past few months, such change would mandate 

the commitment of significant and costly resources to educate a replacement. 

38. Based on the foregoing, the Debtors submit that they have satisfied the 

requirements of the Bankruptcy Code, Bankruptcy Rules, and the Local Rules to support entry of 

an order authorizing the Debtors to retain and employ PJT in these chapter 11 cases on the terms 

described herein and in the Engagement Letter. 

Waiver of Bankruptcy Rule 6004(a) and 6004(h) 

39. The Debtors request that the Court enter an order providing that notice of the relief 

requested herein satisfies Bankruptcy Rule 6004(a) and that the Debtors have established cause to 

exclude such relief from the 14-day stay period under Bankruptcy Rule 6004(h). 

Notice 

40. The Debtors will provide notice of this application to the following parties or their 

counsel:  (a) the U.S. Trustee for the Southern District of Texas; (b) the holders of the 30 largest 

unsecured claims against the Debtors (on a consolidated basis); (c) the administrative agent, and 

counsel thereto, under the Debtors’ prepetition revolving credit facility; (d) the indenture trustee 

for the Debtors’ senior notes; (e) counsel to the ad hoc group of senior noteholders; (f) the United 

States Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of Texas; (g) the Internal Revenue Service; 

(h) the United States Securities and Exchange Commission; (i) the Environmental Protection 

Agency and similar state environmental agencies for states in which the Debtors conduct business; 

(j) the state attorneys general for states in which the Debtors conduct business; and (k) any party 

that has requested notice pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 2002.  In light of the nature of the relief 

requested, no other or further notice need be given. 
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Conclusion 

The Debtors request that the Court enter an order, granting the relief requested in this 

application and granting such other and further relief as is appropriate under the circumstances.  

Dated:  August 4, 2020 /s/ Matthew B. Steele 
Houston, Texas Matthew B. Steele, 

Chief Executive Officer 
Bruin E&P Partners, LLC 
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Certificate of Service 

 I certify that on August 4, 2020, I caused a copy of the foregoing document to be served 
by the Electronic Case Filing System for the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern 
District of Texas. 

/s/ Matthew D. Cavenaugh 
Matthew D. Cavenaugh 
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Exhibit A 

Laurinaitis Declaration 
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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

HOUSTON DIVISION 

 )  
In re: ) Chapter 11 
 )  
BRUIN E&P PARTNERS, LLC, et al.,1 ) Case No. 20-33605 (MI) 
 )  
 ) (Jointly Administered) 
    Debtors. )  
 )  

 
DECLARATION OF PETER LAURINAITIS IN SUPPORT OF THE DEBTOR’S 

APPLICATION FOR ENTRY OF AN ORDER (I) AUTHORIZING THE RETENTION 
AND  EMPLOYMENT OF PJT PARTNERS LP AS INVESTMENT BANKER FOR THE 

DEBTORS AND DEBTORS IN POSSESSION, EFFECTIVE AS OF THE PETITION 
DATE, (II) WAIVING CERTAIN TIME-KEEPING REQUIREMENTS, AND (III) 

GRANTING RELATED RELIEF 
 

I, Peter Laurinaitis, hereby declare: 

14. I am a Partner in the Restructuring and Special Situations Group at PJT Partners LP 

(“PJT”) and one of the lead restructuring advisors involved in these chapter 11 cases.  PJT is the 

proposed investment banker to the debtors and debtors in possession (the “Debtors”) in the above-

captioned cases.  I submit this declaration (this “Declaration”) on behalf of PJT in support of the 

Debtors’ Application For Entry of an Order (I) Authorizing The Retention and Employment of PJT 

Partners LP as Investment Banker for the Debtors and Debtors in Possession, Effective as of the 

Petition Date, (II) Waiving Certain Time-Keeping Requirements, and (III) Granting Related Relief 

                                                 
1  A complete list of each of the Debtors in these chapter 11 cases may be obtained on the website of the Debtors’ 

proposed claims and noticing agent at http://omniagentsolutions.com/bruin.  The location of Debtor Bruin E&P 
Partners, LLC’s principal place of business and the Debtors’ service address in these chapter 11 cases is                 
602 Sawyer Street, Suite 710, Houston, Texas 77007. 
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(the “Application”),2 filed by the above-captioned debtors and debtors in possession (collectively, 

the “Debtors”). 

15. Unless otherwise indicated, all facts set forth in this Declaration are based on my 

personal knowledge, my discussions with the Debtors’ senior management, other members of the 

PJT team, or other interested parties, my review of relevant documents, or my opinion based upon 

my experience, knowledge, and information concerning the Debtors’ operations and financial 

affairs.  If I were called to testify, I would testify competently to the facts set forth below. 

Qualifications 

16. PJT’s Restructuring and Special Situations Group is one of the leading advisors to 

companies and creditors in restructurings and bankruptcies.  PJT was spun off from The 

Blackstone Group L.P. (“Blackstone”) effective October 1, 2015.3  Upon the consummation of the 

spinoff, Blackstone’s restructuring and reorganization advisory group became a part of PJT, and 

Blackstone’s restructuring professionals became employees of PJT.  The former Blackstone 

restructuring professionals, in their capacity as PJT employees, have been providing their clients 

with the same high-quality restructuring services that Blackstone had itself provided since the 

formation of its restructuring advisory practice approximately 29 years ago.  PJT professionals 

have extensive experience working with financially troubled companies in complex financial 

                                                 
2  Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the 

Application. 

3  On October 7, 2014, the board of directors of Blackstone’s general partner approved a plan to spin off its financial 
and strategic advisory services, restructuring and reorganization advisory services and Park Hill fund placement 
businesses, and to combine these businesses with an independent financial advisory firm founded by Paul J. 
Taubman, to form an independent, publicly traded company called PJT Partners Inc.  PJT is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of PJT Partners Holdings LP, a holding partnership that is controlled by PJT Partners Inc., as general 
partner.  PJT Partners Inc. is led by Paul J. Taubman, as chairman and chief executive officer.  This spinoff was 
effected via a multi-step transaction. 
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restructurings.  Since 1991, PJT professionals have advised on more than 600 distressed situations, 

both in and out of court, involving more than $2.0 trillion of total liabilities. 

17. The partners and members of PJT’s Restructuring and Special Situations Group 

have provided services to debtors, creditors’ committees, and other constituencies in numerous 

chapter 11 cases, including, among others: AbitibiBowater Inc.; Aegean Marine Petroleum 

Network Inc.; Adelphia Communications Corporation; Allen Systems Group, Inc.; Ambac 

Financial Group, Inc.; Apex Silver Mines Ltd.; Arch Coal, Inc.; Arsenal Resources Development 

LLC; Ascent Resources Marcellus Holdings, LLC; The Bon-Ton Stores, Inc.; Caesars 

Entertainment Operating Corporation; Cengage Learning, Inc.; Chaparral Energy LLC; CHC 

Group Ltd.; Cumulus Media Inc.; Delta Air Lines, Inc.; Dixie Electric, LLC; Dynegy Inc.; 

Eastman Kodak Company; Edison Mission Energy; Energy Future Holdings Corporation; Energy 

XXI Ltd.; Endeavor International Corporation; Energy & Exploration Partners, Inc.; Enron 

Corporation; EP Energy Corporation; Excel Maritime Carriers, Ltd.; EXCO Resources, Inc.; 

FirstEnergy Solutions Corp.; Flag Telecom Holdings Limited; Flying J. Inc.; FullBeauty Brands 

Holding Corp.; Fusion Connect, Inc.; Genco Shipping & Trading Limited; General Motors 

Corporation; Global Crossing Ltd.; Halcón Resources Corporation; Hawker Beechcraft, Inc.; 

Hercules Offshore, Inc.; Homer City Generation, L.P.; Hostess Brands, Inc.; Houghton Mifflin 

Harcourt Publishing Company; Lee Enterprises Inc.; Legend Parent Inc.; LightSquared Inc.; Los 

Angeles Dodgers LLC; LyondellBasell Industries; Magnetation LLC; Magnum Hunter Resources 

Corporation; Merisant Worldwide, Inc.; Mirant Corp.; New Gulf Resources, LLC; NewPage 

Corporation; NTK Holdings, Inc.; Paragon Offshore plc; Patriot Coal Corporation; Penn Virginia 

Corporation; PES Holdings, LLC; PHI, Inc.; Quicksilver Resources, Inc.; Relativity Fashion, 

LLC; Sabine Oil & Gas Corp.; Samson Resources Corporation; SemGroup; Toisa Ltd.; TerreStar 
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Networks Inc.; Triangle USA Petroleum Corporation; Trident Holding Company, LLC; Tribune 

Company; Ultra Petroleum Corp.; Venoco Inc.; VER Technologies Holdco LLC; Verso 

Corporation; Walter Energy, Inc.; Westinghouse Electric Company LLC; W.R. Grace & Co.; 

Windstream Holdings, Inc.; and Winn-Dixie Stores, Inc. In addition, the restructuring group has 

provided general restructuring advice to major companies such as Clearwire Corporation, Ford 

Motor Company, The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, and Xerox Corporation. 

18. PJT was initially engaged by the Debtors on or about January 31, 2020 to provide 

certain advisory and investment banking services in connection with a possible liability 

management transaction. On or about April 1, 2020, PJT’s engagement was expanded pursuant to 

the Engagement Letter to provided services in connection with the restructuring of the Debtors 

and/or the sale, merger, or other disposition of all or a portion of the Debtors or its assets.  Over 

the past six months, PJT has engaged in extensive due diligence of the Debtors’ business, including 

its operations, assets, capital structure, and its contractual arrangements to build a foundation for 

a restructuring strategy.  Moreover, PJT has performed diligence on the Debtors’ cash flows and 

liquidity.  Finally, PJT has participated in numerous meetings of the Debtors’ Board of Directors 

(the “Board”) throughout its engagement.  

19. As a result of the prepetition and post-petition work performed by PJT on behalf of 

the Debtors, PJT has acquired significant knowledge of the Debtors’ financial affairs, business 

operations, capital structure, assets, key stakeholders, financing documents and other related 

material information.  Likewise, in providing services to the Debtors, PJT’s professionals have 

worked closely with the Debtors’ management, Board, and other advisors.  If this Application is 

approved, several of PJT’s professionals, all with substantial expertise in the areas discussed 

above, will continue to provide services to the Debtors and will work closely with the Debtors’ 
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management and other professionals throughout the reorganization process.  Accordingly, as a 

result of PJT’s representation of the Debtors prior to and after the commencement of these chapter 

11 cases and PJT’s extensive experience representing chapter 11 debtors, PJT is well qualified to 

provide these services and represent the Debtors during these chapter 11 cases. 

Services Provided by PJT 

20. Subject to further order of the Court, and consistent with the terms of the 

Engagement Letter, PJT’s anticipated services in these chapter 11 cases, to the extent necessary, 

appropriate, feasible, and as may be requested by the Debtors, include the following:4 

  a.  assist in the evaluation of the Debtors’ businesses and prospects; 

b. assist in the development of the Debtors’ long-term business plan and 
related financial projections; 

c. assist in the development of financial data and presentations to Bruin’s 
Board of Directors, various creditors and other third parties; 

d. analyze the Debtors’ financial liquidity and evaluate alternatives to improve 
such liquidity; 

e. analyze various restructuring scenarios and the potential impact of these 
scenarios on the recoveries of those stakeholders impacted by the 
Restructuring5; 

f. provide strategic advice with regard to restructuring or refinancing the 
Debtors’ Obligations; 

                                                 
4  The summary of the Engagement Letter in this Application is qualified in its entirety by reference to the provisions 

of the Engagement Letter.  To the extent there is any discrepancy between the summary contained in this 
Application and the terms set forth in the Engagement Letter, the terms of the Engagement Letter shall govern.  
Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the 
Engagement Letter. 

5  As provided for the Engagement Letter, “Restructuring” shall mean, collectively, (i) any restructuring, 
reorganization (whether or not pursuant to chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code and/or 
recapitalization of the Company affecting any of its existing or potential debt obligations or other claims against 
the Company, including, without limitation, senior debt, junior debt, trade claims, general unsecured claims, and 
preferred stock (collectively, the "Obligations"), and/or (ii) a sale or other acquisition or disposition of a material 
portion of the assets and/or equity of the Company, and/or (iii) any complete or partial repurchase, refinancing, 
extension or repayment by the Company of any of the Obligations. 
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g. evaluate the Debtors’ debt capacity and alternative capital structures; 

h. participate in negotiations among the Debtors’ and their creditors, suppliers, 
lessors and other interested parties; 

i. value securities offered by the Debtors in connection with a Restructuring; 

j. advise the Debtors and negotiate with lenders with respect to potential 
waivers or amendments of various credit facilities; 

k. assist in arranging financing for the Debtors, as requested; 

l. provide expert witness testimony concerning any of the subjects 
encompassed by the other investment banking services; 

m. assist the Debtors in preparing marketing materials in conjunction with a 
possible sale transaction; 

n. assist the Debtors in identifying potential buyers or parties in interest to a 
potential sale transaction and assist in the due diligence process; 

o. assist and advise the Debtors concerning the terms, conditions and impact 
of any proposed sale transaction; and 

p. provide such other advisory services as are customarily provided in 
connection with the analysis and negotiation of a transaction similar to a 
potential Restructuring, as requested and mutually agreed.  

Professional Compensation 

21. In consideration of the services to be provided by PJT, and as summarized in the 

Application and more fully described in the Engagement Letter, the Debtors and PJT have agreed 

that PJT shall, in respect of its services, be compensated under the Fee Structure. 

22. The Fee Structure is consistent with PJT’s typical fee for work of this nature.  The 

fees are set at a level designed to compensate PJT fairly for the work of its professionals and 

assistants and to cover fixed and routine overhead expenses.  It is PJT’s policy to charge its clients 

for all disbursements and expenses incurred in the rendition of services. 

23. The Fee Structure is comparable to those generally charged by investment banking 

firms of similar stature to PJT and for comparable engagements, both in and out of court, and 
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reflect a balance between a fixed, monthly fee and a contingency amount that is tied to the 

consummation and closing of certain transactions as contemplated in the Engagement Letter. 

24. The Engagement Letter was negotiated at arm’s-length and in good faith, and I 

believe that the provisions contained therein are reasonable terms and conditions of PJT’s 

employment by the Debtors. 

25. With respect to the Engagement Letter’s indemnification provisions, as 

summarized in the Application and more fully described in Attachment A of the Engagement 

Letter, unlike the market for other professionals that a debtor may retain, indemnification is a 

standard term of the market for investment bankers.  The indemnity, moreover, is comparable to 

those generally obtained by investment banking firms of similar stature to PJT and for comparable 

engagements, both in and out of court.  The Engagement Letter’s indemnification and contribution 

provisions were fully negotiated by the Debtors and PJT at arm’s-length and in good faith, and I 

respectfully submit that these indemnification and contribution provisions of the Engagement 

Letter are reasonable. 

26. Other than as set forth above, there is no proposed arrangement between the 

Debtors and PJT for compensation to be paid in this case.  PJT has no agreement with any other 

entity to share any compensation received, nor will any be made, except as permitted under section 

504(b)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code.  

27. PJT is willing to be retained by the Debtors as their investment banker and will 

make appropriate applications to this Court pursuant to the Bankruptcy Code for compensation 

and reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses, all in accordance with the provisions of the 

Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Rules, the Local Rules and any orders of this Court. 
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28. PJT has requested, pursuant to section 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, payment of 

its fees on a fixed-rate and/or fixed-percentage basis.  It is not the general practice of investment 

banking firms to keep detailed time records similar to those customarily kept by attorneys.  PJT’s 

restructuring professionals, when formally retained in chapter 11 cases, and when required by local 

rules, do, and in this case will, keep time records in half-hour increments describing their daily 

activities and the identity of persons who performed such tasks.  In addition, apart from the time-

recording practices described above, PJT’s personnel do not maintain their time records on a 

“project category” basis.  As such, the Debtors request modification of the requirements under the 

Local Rules. 

29. According to the Debtors’ books and records, during the ninety-day period before 

the Petition Date, the Debtors paid PJT $1,022,580.65 for fees earned and $22,006.67 for expenses 

incurred.  Prior to the Petition Date, PJT had also received advance payments in the aggregate 

amount of $127,419.35. Given the timing of the filing, PJT may not yet have accounted for all 

expenses it incurred before the Petition Date. In the event PJT subsequently becomes aware of 

additional prepetition expenses incurred on behalf of the Debtors, PJT will reduce its advance by 

such amounts. Any remaining pre-petition advance held by PJT shall be held by PJT as security 

throughout these chapter 11 cases until PJT’s fees and expenses are fully paid. 

Efforts to Avoid Duplication of Services 

30. PJT’s services are intended to complement, and not duplicate, the services to be 

rendered by any other professional retained by the Debtors in these chapter 11 cases.  PJT 

understands that the Debtors have retained and may retain additional professionals during the term 

of the engagement and will use its reasonable efforts to work cooperatively with such professionals 

to integrate any respective work conducted by the professionals on behalf of the Debtors. 
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PJT’s Disinterestedness 

31. On April 21, 2020, as supplemented thereafter, my colleagues received a list of the 

parties-in-interest (the “PII”) in these chapter 11 cases (the “PII List”) as attached hereto as 

Schedule 1.  

32. As part of PJT’s conflicts management program (the “Conflicts Management 

Program”), PJT maintains information pertaining to (i) every active matter on which PJT is 

currently engaged, (ii) the entities represented by PJT in such engagements, (iii) the material 

parties involved in each current matter (inclusive of adverse and related parties, as identified to 

PJT by the prospective client and/or its counsel in the case of a restructuring advisory assignment), 

and (iv) the professional at PJT that is knowledgeable about the matter.  As part of any conflict 

review undertaken, this information and information on closed assignments is also incorporated 

into the review.  It is the policy of PJT that no new matter may be accepted or opened within the 

firm without completing and submitting to those charged with administering the Conflicts 

Management Program the information necessary to check such matter for conflicts.  The scope of 

the review is a function of the completeness and accuracy of the information submitted by the PJT 

professional opening a new matter. 

33. As part of the Conflicts Management Program, PJT reviews the business activity 

of all entities under the control of PJT Partners, Inc., the publicly traded company that is the 

ultimate parent company of PJT and all of its affiliates.  The Conflicts Management Program 

utilizes a database that stores the details of all such business activity, including the names of all 

PJT clients (past and present) and the search methodology utilized by the database is key word 

based.  Results are reviewed for relevance by PJT personnel trained to evaluate situations for 

potential conflicts and, in this case as in all cases where PJT represents a debtor, any and all 
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potential connections to the PII are identified by such personnel.  All proposed and actual business 

activity to be undertaken is subject to the foregoing review process to evaluate potential conflicts. 

34. The PJT Legal and Compliance Department has undertaken a review of the PII to 

determine possible connections relating to the Debtors and, subject to the foregoing limitations 

and the following disclosures, no material connections have been found. 

a. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of creditors to a certain company in a confidential matter. The 
members of such group include an affiliate of Aspen Insurance Company 
(“Aspen”), an affiliate of JPMorgan and Neuberger Berman Investment 
Advisors (“Neuberger”), each of which is a PII. This engagement is wholly 
unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not 
believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.  

b. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory 
services to an affiliate of Aspen in connection with the acquisition by 
such affiliate (or investment funds managed by it) of an equity  
interest in CareerBuilder LLC. This engagement was wholly unrelated to 
the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by such 
engagement. 

c. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to two 
separate companies in two separate confidential matters. An affiliate of  
Aspen is the holder of each such company’s equity. These engagement are 
wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagements.  

d. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to a group of creditors of a company in a confidential matter.  The members 
of such group includes an affiliate of Aspen and Barclays, each of which is 
a PII.  This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 
11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their 
estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

e. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to an affiliate 
of Aspen in two separate confidential matters, one of which has been 
completed. These engagement are wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these 
chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors 
or their estates are adversely affected by such engagements.  
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f. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to Aspect Software Parent, Inc. in its chapter 11 case. 
The members of such group included an affiliate of Aspen, an affiliate of 
JPMorgan Chase and an affiliate of Wells Fargo Securities, each of which 
is a PII. This engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these 
chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors 
or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement. 

g. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to an 
ad hoc group of secured lenders of Avaya Inc. in its chapter 11 case. The 
members of such group included an affiliate of Aspen, an affiliate of 
Blackstone and Guggenheim partners, each of which is a PII. This 
engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by this engagement.  

h. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter.  The members of 
such group included an affiliate of Aspen and an affiliate of Blackstone, 
each of which is a PII. This engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors 
and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the 
Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

i. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to Eagle 
LM5 Holdings Inc. in connection with its chapter 11 case.  An affiliate of 
Aspen was the holder of the equity in such entity. This engagement was 
wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.  

j. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to BofA, 
one of the PII, as administrative agent to certain lenders under a credit 
agreement with HGIM Corp. and HGIM Holdings, LLC. One of such 
lenders was an affiliate of Aspen. This engagement was wholly unrelated to 
the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this 
engagement.  

k. PJT has been engaged to provide advisory services to AT&T, one of the PII, 
in a confidential matter.  This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors 
and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the 
Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by such engagement.  

l. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to an affiliate 
of B&L Pipeco Services Inc., one of the PII, in a confidential matter. This 
engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
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and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by such engagement.  

m. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a group of 
creditors of Frontier Communications Corporation in connection with its 
chapter 11 case. The members of such group include Bain Capital, an 
affiliate of BlackRock Inc. and BlackRock Advisors LLC, an affiliate of 
JPMorgan Chase, Loomis Sayles & Company, Neuberger Berman 
Investment Advisors and Pacific Investment Management Company 
(“PIMCO”), each of which is a PII. This engagement is wholly unrelated to 
the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this 
engagement. 

n. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a group of 
lenders to a company in a confidential matter.  The members of such group 
include Bain Capital Credit, one of the PII. This engagement is wholly 
unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not 
believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.  

o. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to a group of investors in respect of a company in a confidential matter.  The 
members of such group include Bain Capital Credit, one of the PII. This 
engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by this engagement.  

p. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a group of 
creditors of Sanchez Energy Corporation in connection with its chapter 11 
case. The members of such group include an affiliate of Bank of America, 
N.A. (“BofA”), BlackRock Inc., Loomis Sayles & Company and PIMCO, 
each of which is a PII. This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors 
and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the 
Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement. 

q. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to a certain company in a confidential matter. The members 
of such group included BofA, one of the PII. This engagement was wholly 
unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not 
believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.   

r. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to a group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter. One member of 
such group is Bank of America Merrill Lynch, one of the PII.  This 
engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
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and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by this engagement.   

s. PJT was previously engaged to provide advisory services to BofA, one of 
the PII, in a confidential matter. This engagement was wholly unrelated to 
the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by such 
engagement.   

t. An affiliate of PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory 
services to a group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter. The 
members of such group included Barclays Bank, one of the PII.  This 
engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by this engagement.  

u. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to an affiliate 
of an affiliate of JPMorgan Chase, one of the PII, as administrative agent to 
certain lenders under a credit agreement with a company in a confidential 
matter.  The lenders include Barclays Bank, Citibank, an affiliate of 
JPMorgan Chase and an affiliate of Wells Fargo Securities, each of which 
is a PII. This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these 
chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors 
or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

v. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to a group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter. The members 
of such group include Barclays Bank PLC, one of the PII.  This engagement 
is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagement.  

w. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to a certain company in a confidential matter.  The 
members of such group included BlackRock Inc., one of the PII.  This 
engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by this engagement.  

x. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to iCapital 
Network in connections with a capital raise. An affiliate of BlackRock Inc., 
one of the PII, is an equity holder in iCapital Network. This engagement is 
wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagement.   
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y. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to a company in a confidential matter. An affiliate of BlackRock Inc., one 
of the PII, is an equity holder in such company. This engagement is wholly 
unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not 
believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagement.   

z. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to an affiliate of BlackRock Inc., one of the PII, in a confidential matter. 
This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 
cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their 
estates are adversely affected by such engagement.   

aa. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to a certain company in a confidential matter. The members 
of such group included an affiliate of BlackRock Inc., one of the PII. This 
engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by this engagement.   

bb. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a group of 
lenders to a company in a confidential matter.  The members of such group 
include an affiliate of BlackRock Inc., one of the PII. This engagement is 
wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.   

cc. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a group of 
lenders to a company in a confidential matter.  The members of such group 
include an affiliate of BlackRock Inc., JPMorgan Chase and Loomis Sayles 
& Company, each of which is a PII This engagement is wholly unrelated to 
the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this 
engagement.  

dd. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a company 
in a confidential matter. One of the equityholders in such company is an 
affiliate of each of BlackRock Inc. and BlackRock Advisors, each of which 
is a PII. This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these 
chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors 
or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

ee. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to a group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter.  The members 
of such group include an affiliate of each of BlackRock Inc. and BlackRock 
Advisors and an affiliate of Invesco Capital Management, each of which is 
a PII. This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 
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11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their 
estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

ff. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a group of 
creditors of a company in a confidential matter. The members of such group 
include an affiliate of each of BlackRock Inc. and BlackRock Advisors, 
each of which is a PII. This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors 
and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the 
Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

gg. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a group of 
creditors of a company in a confidential matter. The members of such group 
include BlueBay Asset Management, one of the PII. This engagement is 
wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.  

hh. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to 
Citibank, one of the PII, as administrative agent under a credit facility, in 
connection with the chapter 11 case of Pacific Drilling S.A. The lenders 
under such credit facility included Citibank and Goldman Sachs, each of 
which is a PII.  This engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and 
these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the 
Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement. 

ii. PJT has been engaged to provide advisory services to an affiliate of 
Citibank, one of the PII, in a confidential matter. This engagement is wholly 
unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not 
believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.  

jj. An affiliate of PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory 
services to a group of lenders to Prosafe SE.  The members of such group 
included Citibank and an affiliate of ING Capital LLC, each of which is a 
PII. This engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these 
chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors 
or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

kk. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to a group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter.  The members 
of such group included Citibank and an affiliate of ING Capital LLC, each 
of which is a PII. This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and 
these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the 
Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

ll. An affiliate of PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory 
services to an affiliate of Citibank, one of the PII, in a confidential matter. 
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This engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 
cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their 
estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

mm. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to the United 
States Department of the Treasury, an affiliate of each of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, the Department of Homeland Security and the 
Environmental Protection Agency, each of which is a PII, in connection 
with the government’s effort to provide aid to the passenger airline industry. 
This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 
cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their 
estates are adversely affected by this engagement. 

nn. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to 21st Century Oncology Holdings, Inc. in its chapter 11 
case.  The members of such group included Goldman Sachs Asset 
Management, HPS Investment Partners, LLC and an affiliate of wells Fargo 
Securities, each of which is a PII. This engagement was wholly unrelated to 
the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by such 
engagement. 

oo. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to an ad hoc 
committee of creditors to a separate company in a confidential matter. The 
members of such ad hoc committee include Goldman Sachs Asset 
Management, one of the PII.  This engagement is wholly unrelated to the 
Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this 
engagement.  

pp. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter.  The members of 
such group included Goldman Sachs, one of the PII. This engagement was 
wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.  

qq. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to a certain company in a confidential matter. The members 
of such group included Goldman Sachs Asset Management, one of the PII. 
This engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 
cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their 
estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

rr. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to an affiliate 
of Goldman Sachs, one of the PII, in a confidential matter. This engagement 
is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
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not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.  

ss. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to an ad hoc 
committee of creditors to a certain company in a confidential matter. The 
members of such ad hoc committee include Goldman Sachs and an affiliate 
of JPMorgan Chase, each of which is a PII.  This engagement is wholly 
unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not 
believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.  

tt. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to a group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter. The members 
of such group include an affiliate of ING Capital LLC, one of the PII. This 
engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by such engagement.  

uu. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of creditors to a certain company in a confidential matter. The 
members of such group included an affiliate of Invesco Capital 
Management, one of the PII. This engagement was wholly unrelated to the 
Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this 
engagement.    

vv. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to an ad 
hoc committee of creditors to a certain company in a confidential matter. 
The members of such ad hoc committee included an affiliate of Invesco 
Capital Management, one of the PII.  This engagement was wholly 
unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not 
believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.  

ww. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to 
Hawkeye 360, Inc. One of the PII, Invesco, was a partial owner of such 
company. This engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these 
chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors 
or their estates are adversely affected by such engagement.    

xx. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to 
EXCO Resources in connection with its chapter 11 case. An affiliate of 
Invesco Capital Management, one of the PII, was an equity holder in such 
company. This engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these 
chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors 
or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement. 
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yy. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter.  The members of 
such group included JPMorgan Chase, one of the PII. This engagement was 
wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by this engagement.   

zz. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a group of 
lenders to EP Energy Corporation in connection with its chapter 11 case. 
The members of such group include and affiliate of JPMorgan Chase, 
PIMCO and and PPM America Inc., each of which is a PII. This 
engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by this engagement. 

aaa. PJT has been engaged to provide advisory services to JPMorgan Chase, one 
of the PII, in a confidential matter. This engagement is wholly unrelated to 
the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this 
engagement.    

bbb. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter. The members of 
such group include JPMorgan Chase, MUFG and an affiliate of Verizon, 
each of which is a PII. This engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors 
and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the 
Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

ccc. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to JPMorgan 
Chase, one of the PII, in the chapter 11 case of The Boy Scouts of America. 
This engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 
cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their 
estates are adversely affected by this engagement.  

ddd. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to a group of creditors of a company in a confidential matter.  The member 
of such group include an affiliate of JPMorgan Chase, one of the PII.  This 
engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by this engagement.  

eee. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of creditors of a company in a confidential matter.  The members of 
such group included Loomis Sayles & Company, one of the PII.  This 
engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by this engagement.   
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fff. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to Catalina Marketing Corporation in its chapter 11 case.  
The members of such group included an affiliate of Neuberger Berman 
Investment Advisors, one of the PII. This engagement was wholly unrelated 
to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this 
engagement.  

ggg. An affiliate of PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory 
services to an affiliate of Neuberger Berman Investment Advisors, one of 
the PII, in two separate confidential matters. These engagements are wholly 
unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not 
believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagements.  

hhh. An affiliate of PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services 
to an affiliate of Neuberger Berman Investment Advisors, one of the PII, in 
two other separate confidential matters. These engagements are wholly 
unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not 
believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagements.  

iii. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to an affiliate 
of Neuberger Berman Investment Advisors, one of the PII, in connection 
with a confidential matter. This engagement is wholly unrelated to the 
Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by such 
engagement.   

jjj. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of creditors in connection with the chapter 11 case of Cobalt 
International Energy, Inc.  The members of such group included an affiliate 
of PIMCO, one of the PII.  This engagement was wholly unrelated to the 
Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by this 
engagement. 

kkk. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of creditors in the chapter 11 case of iHeartMedia, Inc. The members 
of such group included PIMCO, one of the PII. This engagement was 
wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagement. 

lll. PJT was has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
company in a confidential matter. PIMCO, one of the PII, is a significant 
equity holder in such company. This engagement was wholly unrelated to 
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the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by such 
engagement.   

mmm. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to a 
group of lenders to a company in a confidential matter. One member of such 
group was PIMCO, one of the PII.  This engagement was wholly unrelated 
to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by such 
engagement.  

nnn. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to a group of 
lenders to a company in a confidential matter. The members of such group 
include PIMCO, one of the PII.  This engagement is wholly unrelated to the 
Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by such 
engagement.  

ooo. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to an 
affiliate of Shell Trading, one of the PII, in a confidential matter.  This 
engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by such engagement.  

ppp. PJT has been engaged to provide advisory services to an affiliate of Summit 
ESP LLC, one of the PII, in a confidential matter.  This engagement is 
wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagement.  

qqq. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to Tallgrass 
Energy LP, one of the PII, in a confidential matter.  This engagement is 
wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagement.  

rrr. PJT has been engaged to provide financial advisory services to the Strategic 
Development Committee of the Board of Directors of TD Ameritrade 
Holding Company, an affiliate of TD Bank, one of the PII, in the acquisition 
of TD Ameritrade by The Charles Schwab Corporation.  This engagement 
is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagement.  

sss. PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory services to the 
Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors of Aegean Marine Petroleum 
Network Inc. in its chapter 11 case.  The members of such committee 
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included US Bank, one of the PII. This engagement was wholly unrelated 
to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the 
interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by such 
engagement. 

ttt. PJT has been engaged to provide advisory services to an affiliate of U.S. 
Specialty Insurance Company, one of the PII, in a confidential matter.  This 
engagement is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by such engagement.  

uuu. An affiliate of PJT was previously engaged to provide financial advisory 
services to an affiliate of Wafra Investment Advisory Group, one the PII, in 
a confidential matter. This engagement was wholly unrelated to the Debtors 
and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does not believe that the interests of the 
Debtors or their estates are adversely affected by such engagement.   

vvv. An individual with whom PJT has an ongoing consultancy arrangement is 
a member of the Wells Fargo Bank’s Stakeholder Advisory Committee. 
Wells Fargo Securities is one of the PII. Such consultant is not part of the 
PJT team representing the Debtors in these chapter 11 cases. This 
connection is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, 
and PJT does not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are 
adversely affected by such connection.  

www. PJT has been engaged to provide advisory services to an affiliate of Wells 
Fargo Securities, one of the PII, in a confidential matter.  This engagement 
is wholly unrelated to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases, and PJT does 
not believe that the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected by such engagement. 

xxx. The father-in-law of a PJT employee is a member of the board of directors 
of Willis Towers Watson, one of the PII. The PJT employee is not part of 
the PJT team representing the Debtors in these chapter 11 cases.  

yyy. Certain of the PIIs or their affiliates may hold a passive equity interest (i.e., 
less than 20%) in certain of the entities to whom PJT and/or its affiliates 
have provided in the past or continue to provide advisory services.  PJT does 
not routinely track or maintain such information but is not aware of any 
such engagement that is related to the Debtors or these chapter 11 cases or, 
by virtue of which, the interests of the Debtors or their estates are adversely 
affected. 

35. Partners and/or employees of PJT or its affiliates may, from time to time, directly 

or indirectly hold equity and/or debt in certain of the PII.  However, to the best of my knowledge, 
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none of PJT, its affiliates or any partner or employee of PJT or its affiliates currently holds any 

direct or indirect interest in any debt or equity securities of the Debtors. 

36. Moreover, (i) the Conflicts Management Program searched all PJT affiliates, and 

(ii) to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, all connections between PJT’s affiliates 

and the PIIs are disclosed herein. 

37. Based on the results of the Conflict Check, to the best of my knowledge, neither I, 

PJT, nor any member or employee thereof, insofar as I have been able to ascertain, is an insider of 

the Debtors, nor has any connection with the Debtors, its creditors, or other parties-in-interest as 

reasonably known to us prior to completion of our more detailed conflict search, except as 

otherwise described herein. 

38. PJT does not believe that any of its involvement with any of the parties included in 

the PII List will adversely affect the Debtors in any way.  PJT does not believe that any potential 

relationship it may have with any of the PII would interfere with or impair PJT’s representation of 

the Debtors. 

39. PJT and certain of its partners and employees may have in the past represented, 

may currently represent, and likely will in the future represent, entities that may be on the PII list 

or may otherwise be parties-in-interest in these chapter 11 cases in connection with matters 

unrelated (except as otherwise disclosed herein) to the Debtors and these chapter 11 cases. 

40. As part of its diverse practice, PJT appears in numerous cases, proceedings and 

transactions involving many different professionals, including attorneys, accountants, investment 

bankers, and financial consultants, some of which may represent claimants and parties in interest 

in these chapter 11 cases.  In addition, PJT has in the past, is currently and will likely in the future 

be working with or against other professionals involved in these chapter 11 cases in matters 
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unrelated to this case, including certain professionals that are PII.  Further, PJT and its affiliates 

engage attorneys and other service providers from time to time to provide legal advice and/or other 

services to PJT and/or its affiliates, and certain of such service providers may be PII.  Based on 

our current knowledge of the professionals, vendors and other parties involved in this case, and to 

the best of my knowledge, none of these business relations constitute interests materially adverse 

to the Debtors’ estate, and none are in connection with these chapter 11 cases.  

41. To the best of my knowledge, except as disclosed herein: (i) PJT has no material 

connection with the Debtors, the Debtors’ creditors, the United States Trustee for the Southern 

District of Texas (the “U.S. Trustee”), any person employed in the office of the U.S. Trustee or 

any other party with an actual or potential interest in these chapter 11 cases or their respective 

attorneys or accountants; (ii) PJT (and PJT’s professionals) are not creditors, equity security 

holders or insiders of the Debtors; (iii) neither PJT nor any of its professionals is or was, within 

two years of the date of the Debtors’ filing of these chapter 11 cases, a director, officer, or 

employee of the Debtors; and (iv) neither PJT nor its professionals holds or represents an interest 

materially adverse to the Debtors, its estate or any class of creditors or equity security holders by 

reason of any direct or indirect relationship to, connection with, or interest in the Debtors, or for 

any other reason. Accordingly, I believe that PJT is a “disinterested person” as defined in section 

101(14) of the Bankruptcy Code, as modified by section 1107(b) of the Bankruptcy Code and 

PJT’s employment is permissible under sections 327(a) and 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code.  

42. PJT has performed reasonable due diligence for possible conflicts with the PII in 

the Debtors’ chapter 11 case.  The following is a list of the categories that PJT has searched with 

respect to the PII:  

a. Debtor Affiliates; 
b. Non-Debtor Affiliates; 
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c. Current Officers and Directors for the Debtors; 
d. Former Officers and Directors for the Debtors 
e. Administrative Agents; 
f. Bankruptcy Judges; 
g. Banks; 
h. Benefits Providers; 
i. Creditor Professionals; 
j. Customers; 
k. Debtor Professionals;  
l. Governmental/Regulatory Authorities;  
m. Insurance Providers; 
n. Landlords; 
o. Lenders; 
p. Limited Partners; 
q. Litigation Parties; 
r. Midstream Contract Counterparties; 
s. Non-Operated Well Interests; 
t. Ordinary Course Professionals; 
u. Significant Royalty and Working Interest Holders; 
v. Significant Noteholders; 
w. Taxing Authorities; 
x. Significant Trade Vendors; 
y. U.S. Trustee Personnel, Judges, and Court Counsel; and 
z. Utilities. 

 
43. The PII List was provided to PJT by the Debtors or their counsel and may change 

during the pendency of the Debtors’ chapter 11 case.  Should PJT learn that a relationship with 

any of the PII should be disclosed in the future, a supplemental declaration with such disclosure 

will be promptly filed.  

44. Given the large number of parties-in-interest in these chapter 11 cases, despite the 

efforts to identify and disclose PJT’s relationships with the PII, I am unable to state with absolute 

certainty that every client relationship or other connection has been disclosed in this Declaration.  

PJT, therefore, will conduct an ongoing review of its files to ensure that no conflicts or other 

disqualifying circumstances exist or arise.  If any new material facts or relationships are discovered 

or arise, PJT will promptly file a supplemental declaration with the Court. 
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Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 

correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

 
Dated:  August 4, 2020  
Houston, Texas /s/ Peter Laurinaitis 
 Peter Laurinaitis 
 Partners 
 PJT Partners LP 
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SCHEDULE 1

List of Schedules

Schedule Category
1(a) Debtor Affiliates
1(b) Non-Debtor Affiliates
1(c) Current Directors & Officers
1(d) Former Directors & Officers
1(e) Administrative Agents
1(f) Bankruptcy Judges
1(g) Banks
1(h) Benefits Providers
1(i) Creditor Professionals
1(j) Customers
1(k) Debtor Professionals
1(l) Governmental/Regulatory
1(m) Insurance
1(n) Landlords
1(o) Lenders
1(p) Limited Partners
1(q) Litigation Parties
1(r) Midstream Contract Counterparties
1(s) Non-Operated Well Interests
1(t) Ordinary Course Professionals
1(u) Significant Royalty & Working Interest Holders
1(v) Significant Noteholders
1(w) Taxing Authorities
1(x) Significant Trade Vendors
1(y) US Trustee Personnel, Judges and Court Counsel
1(z) Utilities
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SCHEDULE 1(a)

Debtor Affiliates

Bruin E&P Non - Op Holdings LLC
Bruin E&P Operating LLC
Bruin E&P Partners LLC
Bruin Midstream LLC
Bruin Williston Holdings LLC
Bruin Williston I LLC
Bruin Williston II LLC
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SCHEDULE 1(b)

Non-Debtor Affiliates

ArcLight Energy Partners Fund VI, L.P.
Bruin E&P Holdings LLC
Bruin E&P Management LLC
Bruin Fund VI Holdings LLC
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SCHEDULE 1(c)

Current Directors & Officers

Burke, Theodore D.
Crabtree, S. Tyler
Daylami, Nader
Doyal, Kennon
Gatti, Marco
Getschow, William
Love, Jonathan B.
McFarland, Mac
Saltsman, Jennifer
Steele, Matthew B.
Tarini, Mark A.
Vogel, Scott
Wheatley, Bridget
Ward, Carter
Wrona, Dan
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SCHEDULE 1(d)

Former Directors & Officers

Kinard, Charles M.
Kuhnley, Adam N.
McGhee, Tim
Miller, Christine
Revers, Daniel R.
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SCHEDULE 1(e)

Administrative Agents

Bank of Montreal
UMB Bank NA
HPS Investment Partners, LLC
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SCHEDULE 1(f)

Bankruptcy Judges

Isgur, Marvin
Jones, David R.
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SCHEDULE 1(g)

Banks

Amegy Bank NA
Associated Bank NA
Bank of America Corp.
Barclays PLC
BBVA Compass Bank
BMO Harris Bank NA
BOK Financial Corp.
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
Capital One Bank (USA) NA
Citibank NA
Citizens Bank NA
Comerica Inc.
Fifth Third Bank
Goldman Sachs Group Inc., The
Huntington National Bank, The
IBERIABANK Corp.
ING Groep NV
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
MUFG Bank Ltd.
Royal Bank of Canada
TD Bank NA
U.S. Bank NA
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SCHEDULE 1(h)

Benefits Providers

HealthEquity Inc.
Standard Insurance Co. Inc.
UnitedHealthcare Inc.
VSP Vision Care Inc.
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SCHEDULE 1(i)

Creditor Professionals

Ducera Partners 
RPA Advisors
O'Melveny & Myers LLP
Paul Hastings LLP
Silver Forge Capital Partners
Silver Foundry, LP
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SCHEDULE 1(j)

Customers

Arrow Midstream Holdings LLC
Concord
ConocoPhillips
Continental Resources Inc.
Crestwood Midstream Partners LP
EOG Resources Inc.
Kinder Morgan Inc.
Marathon Oil Co.
OneOK Inc.
PetroShale Inc.
SHD Oil & Gas LLC
Shell (Trading) US Company
Targa Resources Corp.
WPX Energy Inc.
XTO Energy Inc.
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SCHEDULE 1(k)

Debtor Professionals

AlixPartners LLP
Jackson Walker LLP
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
PJT Partners Inc.
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SCHEDULE 1(l)

Governmental/Regulatory

Billings, County of (ND), Clerk
Colorado, State of, Department of Revenue
Council for Tribal Employment Rights
County of Williams
Delaware, State of, Secretary of State
Dunn County Treasurer
HealthEquity Inc.
Mandan Hidatsa & Arikara Nation
McKenzie, County of (ND), Clerk & Recorder
McLean, County of (IL), Clerk
Mountrail, County of (ND), Clerk
North Dakota Department
North Dakota Office of
North Dakota, State of
North Dakota, State of, Department of Emergency Services
North Dakota, State of, Department of Environmental Quality
North Dakota, State of, Department of Transportation
North Dakota, State of, Industrial Commission
United States, Government of the, Bureau of Indian Affairs
United States, Government of the, Bureau of Land Management
United States, Government of the, Department of Homeland Security
United States, Government of the, Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration
United States, Government of the, Environmental Protection Agency
United States, Government of the, Office of Natural Resources Revenue
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SCHEDULE 1(m)

Insurance

Ascot Insurance Co.
Aspen Specialty Insurance Co.
Bowen, Miclette & Britt Inc.
CAC Specialty
Cobbs Allen & Hall Inc.
Edgewood Partners Insurance Center Inc.
Everest National Insurance Co
Ironshore Insurance Services LLC
Markel International Insurance Co. Ltd.
PLIC SBD Grand Island
QBE Insurance Corp.
QBE International Markets Pte. Ltd.
RKH Specialty
U.S. Speciality Insurance Company
Westchester Surplus Lines Insurance Co.
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SCHEDULE 1(n)

Landlords

602 Sawyer / MH LLC
Barth Family Trust
Dickinson Energy Park LLC
North Dakota Guaranty & Title Co.
OneBar LLC
Par Equities I Inc. dba Kittredge Properties, Ltd.
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SCHEDULE 1(o)

Lenders

Aberdeen Standard Investments (U.S.)
American Century Investment Management Inc.
Aviva Investors Americas LLC
Bain Capital Credit LP
Bank of America Merrill Lynch Proprietary Trading
Bayerische Motoren Werke AG
BlueBay Asset Management LLP
BVK Personalvorsorge des Kantons Zürich
Calamos Advisors LLC
Capital Research & Management Co. (U.S.)
Chambers Energy Capital IV LP
DBX Advisors LLC
Guggenheim Partners Investment Management LLC
Invesco Capital Management LLC
J.P. Morgan Securities Inc.
Jyske Bank A/S
MacKay Shields LLC
Manning & Napier Advisors LLC
Mellon Investments Corp.
Neuberger Berman Investment Advisers LLC
Nintey One UK Ltd.
Northern Trust Investments Inc.
Nykredit Asset Management A/S
Pacific Investment Management Co.
Pensionskasse SBB
PFA Asset Management A/S
PineBridge Investments
PPM America Inc.
RBC Capital Markets LLC
RP Investment Advisors LP
State Street Global Advisors Inc.
T. Rowe Price Associates Inc.
Universal-Investment GmbH
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SCHEDULE 1(p)

Limited Partners

BlackRock Inc.
BMFG LLC
Goldman Sachs Asset Management LP
Rosewood Private Investments
Wafra Investment Advisory Group Inc.
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SCHEDULE 1(q)

Litigation Parties

Baker Hughes Co.
Battalion Oil Corp.
Blasi, David A.
Blasi, Paula J.
Burbidge Minerals LLC
Dorris, Abbey
Dorris, Robert
Frontier Fiscal Services LLC
Wilkinson, Charles D.
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SCHEDULE 1(r)

Midstream Contract Counterparties

Crestwood Midstream Partners LP
Goodnight Midstream LLC
Hiland Partners Holdings LLC
McKenzie Energy Partners LLC
New Home
OneOK Inc.
Shell Trading (US) Co.
Summit Midstream Partners LP
Targa Resources Corp.
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SCHEDULE 1(s)

Non-Operated Well Interests

AEA
Continental Resources Inc.
COP on Behalf - Burl Res O&G Co LP
Enerplus Resources Corp.
EOG Resources Inc. Equinor Energy LP
Hess Bakken Investments II LLC
Marathon Oil Co.
Oasis Petroleum Inc.
PetroShale (US) Inc.
Rimrock Oil & Gas Williston LLC
SHD Oil & Gas LLC
Slawson Exploration Co. Inc.
SLAWSON JIB INV 100210
WPX Energy Williston LLC
XTO Energy Inc.
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SCHEDULE 1(t)

Ordinary Course Professionals

Amandes PLLC
BDO USA LLP
Beatty & Wozniak PC
Beck Redden & Secrest LLP
Bison Engineering
CCH Inc.
CDW Corp.
Cogency Global Inc.
Compressor Engineering Corp.
Crowley Fleck PLLP
Davis Graham & Stubbs LLP
Jenner & Block LLP
Kirby Mathews & Walrath
Kleinfelder West Inc.
Locke Lord LLP
Netherland Sewell & Associates Inc.
PEC Safety
Penterra Services LLC
Pinnacle Resources Group LLC
Pinyon Environmental
Quintana Energy Services - Great White Well Control
Revenew International LLC
Ryan LLC
SWCA
Techniques International
Weaver & Tidwell LLP
Beck Redden & Secrest LLP
Crowley Fleck PLLP
Stinson LLP
Willis Towers Watson
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SCHEDULE 1(u)

Significant Royalty & Working Interest Holders

AgriBank FCB
Alameda Energy Inc.
Arkoma Drilling II LP
Aurora Energy Solutions LLC
Berg, Knut
Black Stone Minerals Co. LP
Borrud Family Properties LLC
Burlington Resources Oil & Gas Co. LP
C3 Energy LLC
Castle Peak Energy LLC
Cecil J. Daniel Trust
Chapp, Dixie
Comanche Exploration Co. LLC
Continental Resources Inc.
Danks, Edward S., Sr.
DW Slate LLC
Epley, Clifford J.
Equinor Energy LP
Erickson, Orville M.
Eva C. Washburn Trust Agreement
Gadeco LLC
Glen & Susan Helstad Family Mineral Trust
Golden Eye Royalties LLC
Grep William LLC
Grep Wolverine LLC
Hess Bakken Investments II LLC
Humble Family LP
Incline Bakken Minerals LLC
Joseph & Linda Jackman Family Mineral 

Trust
KML Inc.
Kvande, Darlene
Kvande, Randy
Marathon Oil Co.
Morrow Family Mineral Trust
Newfield Exploration Co.
North Dakota, State of
Northern Energy Corp.
Northern Oil & Gas Inc.
Overland Oil & Gas Advisory LLC
Panhandle Oil & Gas Inc.
Pankake, Reed Alan

Pankake, Steven Linzay
PetroShale (US) Inc.
Pledge Resources LLC
Quale-Goodall Minerals Trust
Rodebush, Pamela Pankake
Royalty Interests Partnership LP
Ruth L Thatcher Resources LLC
Sierra Resources Inc.
USG Properties Bakken II LLC
W Energy Operating LLC
W North Fund II LP
W North Fund III LP
Waveland Bakken Holdings LLC
White Rock Oil & Gas LLC
XTO Energy Inc.
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SCHEDULE 1(v)

Significant Noteholders

BlackRock Advisors LLC
BlackRock Strategic Income Opportunities Portfolio of BlackRock Funds V
BlackRock Multi-Sector Opportunities Trust
BlackRock Multi-Sector Opportunities Trust II
Master Total Return Portfolio of Master Bond LLC
BlackRock 2022 Global Income Opportunity Trust
BGF Fixed Income Global Opportunities Fund
Arch Reinsurance Ltd.
Advanced Series Trust – AST BlackRock/Loomis Sayles Bond Portfolio
Busbar III, LLC
Loomis Sayles & Co. Inc.
Nomura Corporate Research and Asset Management Inc. (U.S.)
Silver Point Capital LP (U.S.)
Wells Fargo Securities
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SCHEDULE 1(w)

Taxing Authorities

Billings, County of (ND), Clerk
Colorado, State of, Department of Revenue
Council for Tribal Employment Rights
County of Williams
Delaware, State of, Secretary of State
Dunn County Treasurer
HealthEquity Inc.
Mandan Hidatsa & Arikara Nation
McKenzie, County of (ND), Clerk & Recorder
McLean, County of (IL), Clerk
Mountrail, County of (ND), Clerk
North Dakota Department
North Dakota Office of
North Dakota, State of
North Dakota, State of, Department of Emergency Services
North Dakota, State of, Department of Environmental Quality
North Dakota, State of, Department of Transportation
North Dakota, State of, Industrial Commission
United States, Government of the, Bureau of Indian Affairs
United States, Government of the, Bureau of Land Management
United States, Government of the, Department of Homeland Security
United States, Government of the, Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration
United States, Government of the, Environmental Protection Agency
United States, Government of the, Office of Natural Resources Revenue
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SCHEDULE 1(x)

Significant Trade Vendors

AH Inc.
All Nations Oilfield Services LLC
B&L Pipeco Services Inc.
Baker Consulting LLC
Bakken Supply LLC
Baker Hughes Co.
Beaver Creek LLC
Bedrock Petroleum Consultants LLC
Big Lease Trucking LLC
BJ Services LLC
Blaise Energy Inc.
Bos Solutions Inc.
BPS Supply Group
Braun Trucking Inc.
Chemoil Corp.
Chief Oilfield Services, LLC
Creek Oilfield Services Diesel LLC
Creek Oilfield Services LLC
Crestwood Midstream Partners LP
CTAP LLC
Dover Artificial Lift Systems LLC
Ecozonix Environmental Solutions LLC
Endurance Lift Solutions LLC
Ft. Berthold Services LLC
Halliburton Energy Services Inc.
Mann Enterprises LLC
Maxum Enterprises LLC
MBI Energy Services Inc.
McKenzie Energy Partners LLC
Mesa Natural Gas Solutions
MS Directional LLC
National Oilwell DHT LP
Newpark Drilling Fluids LLC
Nine Energy Service Inc.
Noble Casing Inc.
Pale Horse Services Inc.
Patterson-UTI Drilling Co. LLC
PCS Ferguson
Robby Ridl Trucking LLC
Rusco Operating LLC
Schlumberger Technology Corp.
SES Holdings LLC

Steffes Solutions LLC
Summit ESP LLC
Summit Midstream Partners LP
Synergy Oil Field Services LLC
Tallgrass Energy Partners LP
TEK Industries LLC
Triple C Oilfield Services LLC
TrueNorth Steel Inc.
Weatherford US LP
Apergy Corp.
Bakersfield Pipe and Supply Inc.
Bayview Capital Group LLC
Diamond Willow Energy LLC
Energy Resources 12 LP
Finley, Robert
Hopkins, Izetta
Marathon Oil Co.
North Dakota, State of, Industrial 
Commission
Oasis Petroleum Inc.
Petro-Hunt LLC
Rabbithead, Ronald
Synergy Oil Field Services LLC
United States, Government of the, 
Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation
United States, Government of the, 
Environmental Protection Agency
Whiting Oil and Gas Corp.
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SCHEDULE 1(y)

US Trustee Personnel, Judges and Court Counsel

Boykin, Jacqueline
Duran, Hector
Griffin, Barbara
Hobbs, Henry G.
Johnson-Davis, Luci
Livingstone, Diane
March, Christine
Motton, Linda
Otto, Glenn
Ratchford, Nancy
Robbins, Judy A.
Schmidt, Patricia
Smith, Gwen
Statham, Stephen
Waxton, Clarissa
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SCHEDULE 1(z)

Utilities

ACC Business
AT&T Corp.
AT&T Mobility
Burke-Divide Electric Cooperative Inc.
CenturyLink Inc.
Comcast Business
Consolidated Communications Networks Inc.
DISH Network Corp.
Fleetmatics USA Holdings
Hughes Networks Systems
McKenzie Electric Cooperative Inc.
Midcontinent Communications 
Mitel 
Montana-Dakota Utilities Co.
Mountrail-Williams Electric Cooperative
Nemont
Reservation Telephone Cooperative
Roughrider Electric Cooperative Inc.
Southwest Water Authority
Verizon
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KE 68172915 

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

HOUSTON DIVISION 

 )  
In re: ) Chapter 11 
 )  
BRUIN E&P PARTNERS, LLC, et al.,1 ) Case No. 20-33605 (MI) 
 )  
 ) (Jointly Administered) 
    Debtors. )  
 ) Re:  Docket No. __ 

ORDER (I) AUTHORIZING THE RETENTION AND EMPLOYMENT OF PJT 
PARTNERS LL AS INVESTMENT BANKER FOR THE DEBTORS AND DEBTORS IN 
POSSESSION, EFFECTIVE AS OF THE PETITION DATE, (II) WAIVING CERTAIN 

TIME KEEPING REQUIREMENTS, AND (III) GRANTING RELATED RELIEF 

 Upon the application (the “Application”)2 of the above-captioned debtors and debtors in 

possession (collectively, the “Debtors”) for entry of an order (this “Order”) pursuant to sections 

327(a) and 328(a) of title 11 of the United States Code, Bankruptcy Rules 2014 and 2016, and 

Bankruptcy Local Rules 2014-1 and 2016-1, (a) authorizing the  Debtors to retain and employ PJT 

Partners LP (“PJT”) as investment banker, effective as of July 17, 2020 (the “Petition Date”), 

pursuant to the terms of the PJT Engagement Letter, (b) waiving certain time-keeping 

requirements, and (c) granting related relief, all as more fully set forth in the Application; and upon 

the First Day Declaration and the Laurinaitis Declaration; and this Court having jurisdiction over 

this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1334; and this court having found that this is a core proceeding 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 157(b); and that this Court may enter a final order consistent with 

Article III of the United States Constitution; and this Court having found that venue of this 

                                                 
1  A complete list of each of the Debtors in these chapter 11 cases may be obtained on the website of the Debtors’ 

proposed claims and noticing agent at http://omniagentsolutions.com/bruin.  The location of Debtor Bruin E&P 
Partners, LLC’s principal place of business and the Debtors’ service address in these chapter 11 cases is                 
602 Sawyer Street, Suite 710, Houston, Texas 77007. 

2  Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein have the meanings ascribed to them in the Application. 
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proceeding and the Application in this district is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1408 and 1409; 

and this Court having found that the relief requested in the Application is in the best interests of 

the Debtors’ estates, their creditors, and other parties in interest; and this Court having found that 

the Debtors’ notice of the Application and opportunity for a hearing on the Application were 

appropriate and no other notice need be provided; and this Court having reviewed the Application 

and having heard the statements in support of the relief requested therein at a hearing before this 

Court (the “Hearing”); and this Court having determined that the legal and factual bases set forth 

in the Application and at the Hearing establish just cause for the relief granted herein; and upon 

all of the proceedings had before this Court; and after due deliberation and sufficient cause 

appearing therefor, it is HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 

1. Pursuant to sections 327(a) and 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, the Debtors are 

hereby authorized to retain PJT as investment banker to the Debtors in these chapter 11 cases, 

effective as of the Petition Date, on the terms and conditions set forth in the Application and the 

Engagement Letter attached hereto as Exhibit 1, as modified by this Order. 

2. Except to the extent set forth herein, the Engagement Letter (together with all 

attachments thereto), including without limitation the Fee Structure, are approved pursuant to 

Bankruptcy Code sections 327(a) and 328(a), and the Debtors are authorized and directed to 

perform its payment, reimbursement, contribution, and indemnification obligations and their non-

monetary obligations in accordance with the terms and conditions, and at the times specified, in 

the Engagement Letter.  Subject to Paragraph 6 of this Order, all compensation and reimbursement 

of expenses payable under the Engagement Letter shall be subject to review only pursuant to the 

standards set forth in section 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code and shall not be subject to any other 
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standard of review including, but not limited to, that set forth in section 330 of the 

Bankruptcy Code. 

3. The Debtors are authorized to pay PJT’s fees and to reimburse PJT for its 

reasonable costs and expenses as provided in the Engagement Letter, and in particular, all of PJT’s 

fees and expenses in these chapter 11 cases, including the Monthly Fee, the Capital Raising Fee, 

and the Restructuring Fee, are hereby approved pursuant to section 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code.  

For the avoidance of doubt, to the extent not previously paid prior to the Petition Date, PJT shall 

be paid (a) each Capital Raising Fee for any financing, as to which PJT may be entitled under the 

Engagement Letter as soon as such financing is approved by this Court (or, if such approval 

occurred prior to entry of this Order, immediately following entry of this Order) and with respect 

to amounts available to the Debtors, and (b) the Restructuring Fee upon consummation of a 

Restructuring, in each case subject to subsequent Court approval of any such Capital Raising Fee 

or Restructuring Fee pursuant to PJT’s fee application.   

4. PJT shall apply to this Court for allowance of compensation for services rendered 

and reimbursement of expenses incurred in accordance with the applicable provisions of the 

Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Rules, the Local Rules, and any applicable orders of this Court; 

provided that the requirements of the Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Rules and the Local 

Rule 2016-1 are hereby modified such that PJT’s restructuring professionals shall only be required 

to maintain summary records in half-hour increments describing each professional’s tasks on a 

daily basis in support of each fee application, including reasonably detailed descriptions of those 

services and the individuals who provided those services, and will present such records to this 

Court; provided, further, that PJT’s professionals shall not be required to keep time records on a 

project category basis or provide or conform to any schedules of hourly rates. 
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5. PJT shall be compensated in accordance with the terms of the Engagement Letter 

and in particular, all of PJT’s fees and expenses in these chapter 11 cases are hereby approved 

pursuant to section 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 

herein, the fees and expenses payable to PJT pursuant to the Engagement Letter shall be subject to 

review only pursuant to the standards set forth in Bankruptcy Code section 328(a) and shall not be 

subject to the standard of review set forth in Bankruptcy Code section 330, except by the Office 

of the United States Trustee for the Southern District of Texas (the “U.S. Trustee”).  This Order 

and the record relating to the Court’s consideration of the Application shall not prejudice or 

otherwise affect the rights of the U.S. Trustee to challenge the reasonableness of PJT’s 

compensation and expense reimbursements under Bankruptcy Code sections 330 and 331; 

provided, that reasonableness for this purpose shall include, among other things, an evaluation by 

comparing the fees payable in this case to the fees paid to other investment banking firms for 

comparable services in other chapter 11 cases and outside of chapter 11 cases, and shall not be 

evaluated primarily on the basis of time committed or the length of this case.  Accordingly, nothing 

in this Order or the record shall constitute a finding of fact or conclusion of law binding on the 

U.S. Trustee, on appeal or otherwise, with respect to the reasonableness of PJT’s compensation. 

6. The indemnification, contribution, and reimbursement provisions set forth in the 

Indemnification Agreement are approved, subject, during the pendency of the Debtors’ chapter 11 

case, to the following: 

a. subject to the provisions of subparagraphs (b) and (c), infra, the 
Debtors are authorized to indemnify, and to provide contribution 
and reimbursement to, and shall indemnify, and provide 
contribution and reimbursement to, any Indemnified Party (as 
defined in the Indemnification Agreement) in accordance with the 
Indemnification Agreement for any claim arising from, related to, 
or in connection with the services provided for in the Engagement 
Letter;  
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b. notwithstanding subparagraph (a) above or any provisions of the 
Indemnification Agreement to the contrary, the Debtors shall have 
no obligation to indemnify PJT or provide contribution or 
reimbursement to PJT (i) for any claim or expense that is judicially 
determined (the determination having become final and no longer 
subject to appeal) to have arisen from PJT’s self-dealing, breach of 
fiduciary duty (if any), gross negligence, willful misconduct, or bad 
faith; (ii) for a contractual dispute in which the Debtors allege the 
breach of PJT’s contractual obligations if this Court determines that 
indemnification, contribution, or reimbursement would not be 
permissible pursuant to In re United Artists Theatre Company, 315 
F.3d 217 (3d Cir. 2003); or (iii) for any claim or expense that is 
settled prior to a judicial determination as to the exclusions set forth 
in clauses (i) and (ii) above, but determined by this Court, after 
notice and a hearing pursuant to subparagraph (c) hereof to be a 
claim or expense for which PJT should not receive indemnity, 
contribution, or reimbursement under the terms of the 
Indemnification Agreement, as modified by this Order; and 

c. if, before the earlier of (i) the entry of an order confirming a chapter 
11 plan in these chapter 11 cases (that order having become a final 
order no longer subject to appeal) and (ii) the entry of an order 
closing these chapter 11 cases,  PJT believes that it is entitled to the 
payment of any amounts by the Debtors on account of the Debtors’ 
indemnification, contribution and/or reimbursement obligations 
under the Indemnification Agreement (as modified by this Order), 
including without limitation, the advancement of defense costs, PJT 
must file an application therefor in this Court, and the Debtors may 
not pay any such amounts to PJT before the entry of an order by this 
Court approving the payment.  This subparagraph (c) is intended 
only to specify the period of time during which this Court shall have 
jurisdiction over any request by PJT for indemnification, 
contribution and/or reimbursement, and not a provision limiting the 
duration of the Debtors’ obligation to indemnify, or make 
contributions or reimbursements to, PJT.  

7. PJT is authorized to apply any prepetition advance or retainer to satisfy any unbilled 

or other remaining prepetition fees and expenses PJT becomes aware of during its ordinary course 

billing review and reconciliation.  Any remaining retainer held by PJT shall be held by PJT as 

security throughout these chapter 11 cases until PJT’s fees and expenses are fully paid. 
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8. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Application and/or Engagement 

Letter, PJT shall have whatever duties, fiduciary or otherwise, that are imposed upon it by 

applicable law. 

9. To the extent there is any inconsistency between the terms of the Engagement 

Letter, the Application, and this Order, the terms of this Order shall govern. 

10. Notice of the Application as provided therein shall be deemed good and sufficient 

notice of such Application and the requirements of Bankruptcy Rule 6004(a) and the Bankruptcy 

Local Rules are satisfied by such notice. 

11. Notwithstanding Bankruptcy Rule 6004(h), the terms and conditions of this Order 

are immediately effective and enforceable upon its entry. 

12. The Debtors are authorized to take all actions necessary to effectuate the relief 

granted in this Order in accordance with the Application. 

13. Notwithstanding any term in the Engagement Letter to the contrary, this Court 

retains exclusive jurisdiction with respect to all matters arising from or related to the 

implementation, interpretation, and enforcement of this Order. 

 
Houston, Texas  
Dated:              , 2020  
  
 UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE 

MARVIN ISGUR 
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Exhibit 1 

Engagement Letter 
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280 Park Avenue   |   New York, NY 10017   |   t. +1.212.364.7800   |   pjtpartners.com 

April 23, 2020  

Steven N. Serajeddini, P.C. 
Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
601 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear Mr. Serajeddini:  

This letter confirms the understanding and agreement (the “Agreement”) between PJT Partners LP (“PJT 
Partners”) and Kirkland & Ellis LLP (“Counsel”), as counsel to Bruin E&P Partners, LLC (“Bruin” and together with 
any affiliates and subsidiaries, the “Company”), regarding the retention of PJT Partners on an exclusive basis by 
Counsel effective as of April 1, 2020 (the “Effective Date”) as its investment banker for the purposes set forth 
herein. Reference is hereby made to that certain letter agreement, dated February 27, 2020, by and between PJT 
Partners and Kirkland & Ellis LLP, as counsel to the Company (the “Prior Letter”).  The Prior Letter is hereby 
terminated effective as of the Effective Date. 

For the avoidance of doubt, affiliates of the Company as described herein shall not include other portfolio 
companies of ArcLight Energy Partners Fund VI, L.P. and/or any other funds managed by ArcLight Capital Partners, 
LLC (collectively “ArcLight”) and this Agreement does not create obligations on behalf of such companies or funds. 

Under this Agreement, PJT Partners will provide investment banking services to Counsel in connection with a 
possible restructuring of certain liabilities of the Company, and will assist Counsel in analyzing, structuring, 
negotiating and effecting the Restructuring (as defined below) pursuant to the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement.  As used in this Agreement, the term (A) “Restructuring” shall mean, collectively, (i) any restructuring, 
reorganization (whether or not pursuant to chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code (“Chapter 11”)) 
and/or recapitalization of the Company affecting any of its existing or potential debt obligations or other claims 
against the Company, including, without limitation, senior debt, junior debt, trade claims, general unsecured 
claims, and preferred stock (collectively, the “Obligations”), and/or (ii) a sale or other acquisition or disposition of 
a material portion of the assets and/or equity of the Company, and/or (iii) any complete or partial repurchase, 
refinancing, extension or repayment by the Company of any of the Obligations and (B) “Amendment” shall mean 
any material amendment, modification, waiver or forbearance in respect of the Company’s Amended and Restated 
Credit Agreement dated as of September 7, 2017 (as amended prior to the date hereof) as to which PJT provided 
services to the Company (including, without limitation, assistance in the structuring and/or negotiation thereof), 
which such Amendment is, or series of separate Amendments with respect to the same Obligations are in the 
aggregate, effective for at least thirty (30) days in duration. 

The investment banking services to be rendered by PJT Partners will, if appropriate and at the request of the 
Company, include the following: 

(a) assist in the evaluation of the Company’s businesses and prospects; 

(b) assist in the development of the Company’s long-term business plan and related financial 
projections;  

(c) assist in the development of financial data and presentations to the Company’s Board of 
Directors, various creditors and other third parties; 

(d) analyze the Company’s financial liquidity and evaluate alternatives to improve such liquidity;  
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(e) analyze various restructuring scenarios and the potential impact of these scenarios on the 
recoveries of those stakeholders impacted by the Restructuring; 

(f) provide strategic advice with regard to restructuring or refinancing the Company’s Obligations; 

(g) evaluate the Company’s debt capacity and alternative capital structures; 

(h) participate in negotiations among the Company and its creditors, suppliers, lessors and other 
interested parties; 

(i) value securities offered by the Company in connection with a Restructuring; 

(j) advise the Company and negotiate with lenders with respect to potential waivers or 
amendments of various credit facilities; 

(k) assist in arranging financing for the Company, as requested; 

(l) provide expert witness testimony concerning any of the subjects encompassed by the other 
investment banking services; 

(m) assist the Company in preparing marketing materials in conjunction with a possible sale 
transaction;  

(n) assist the Company in identifying potential buyers or parties in interest to a potential sale 
transaction and assist in the due diligence process;  

(o) assist and advise the Company concerning the terms, conditions and impact of any proposed sale 
transaction; and 

(p) provide such other advisory services as are customarily provided in connection with the analysis 
and negotiation of a transaction similar to a potential Restructuring, as requested and mutually 
agreed. 

Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement to the contrary, PJT Partners shall have no responsibility for 
designing or implementing any initiatives to improve the Company’s operations, profitability, cash management or 
liquidity.  PJT Partners makes no representations or warranties about the Company’s ability to (i) successfully 
improve its operations, (ii) maintain or secure sufficient liquidity to operate its business, or (iii) successfully 
complete a Restructuring.  PJT Partners is retained under this Agreement solely to provide advice regarding a 
Restructuring and is not being retained to provide “crisis management” or any legal, tax, accounting or actuarial 
advice.  It is understood and agreed that nothing contained herein shall constitute a commitment, express or 
implied, on the part of PJT Partners to underwrite, purchase or place any securities, in a financing or otherwise. 

It is agreed that the Company will pay the following fees to PJT Partners for its investment banking services (all 
fees and expenses payable to PJT Partners pursuant to this Agreement shall be payable solely by the Company; 
Counsel shall have no obligation to pay PJT Partners’ fees or expenses):  

(i) a monthly advisory fee (the “Monthly Fee”) in the amount of $150,000 per month, payable by 
the Company in cash as follows: (a) to the extent that the Effective Date occurs after the 1st day 
of the month, for the period beginning on the Effective Date through the end of the first calendar 
month (the “Stub Period”), a pro-rated monthly fee in advance upon execution of this 
Agreement; (b) for the first full calendar month following the Stub Period, if applicable, or the 
Effective Date if there is no Stub Period, in advance upon execution of this Agreement; and (c) for 
each month thereafter, in advance on the first day of each month. Fifty percent (50%) of all 
Monthly Fees paid to PJT Partners after the ninth Monthly Fee has been paid under this 
Agreement and the Prior Letter (i.e., after $1,200,000 in Monthly Fees has been paid under this 
Agreement and the Prior Letter, in aggregate) shall be credited against any Restructuring Fee (as 
defined below) payable hereunder; 

(ii) a capital raising fee (the “Capital Raising Fee”) for any financing arranged by PJT Partners, at the 
Company’s request, earned and payable upon the closing of such financing.  If access to the 
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financing is limited by orders of the bankruptcy court, a proportionate fee shall be payable with 
respect to each available commitment (irrespective of availability blocks, borrowing base, or 
other similar restrictions).  The Capital Raising Fee will be calculated as 1.0% of the total issuance 
size for new money senior debt financing, 3.0% of the total issuance size for new money junior 
debt financing, and 5.0% of the issuance amount for new money equity financing; 

(iii) an additional fee (the “Restructuring Fee”) equal to $9,000,000.  Except as otherwise provided 
herein, a Restructuring shall be deemed to have been consummated upon (a) in the case of an 
out-of-court Restructuring, the closing of the Restructuring, including, to the extent applicable 
the binding execution and effectiveness of all necessary waivers, consents, amendments or 
restructuring agreements between the Company and its creditors involving (1) the compromise 
of the face amount of any of the Obligations, (2) the conversion of all or part of such Obligations 
into alternative securities, including equity, or (3) any other Restructuring; or b) in the case of an 
in-court Restructuring, the consummation of a Chapter 11 plan or any other Restructuring 
pursuant to an order of the Bankruptcy Court or other applicable court.  The Restructuring Fee 
will be earned and payable, in cash, on the earliest of: 

 

(w) consummation of the Restructuring, 

(x) in the event that the Company attempts to implement the Restructuring by 
means of a pre-negotiated Chapter 11 plan, (A) 50% upon the receipt of 
sufficient commitments, agreements or other expressions of intention to 
accept such plan that the Company elects to file a Chapter 11 case and seek to 
confirm such plan, and (B) 50% upon consummation of the Restructuring, and 

(y) in the event that the Company solicits acceptances for a prepackaged Chapter 
11 plan to implement the Restructuring, (A) 50% on the date established as the 
voting deadline for such acceptances or rejections, provided that at least one 
class of creditors impaired by such plan has voted to accept such plan, and (B) 
50% upon consummation of the Restructuring; and 

 

(iv) an amendment fee (the “Amendment Fee”) equal to $500,000 for any Amendment, earned and 
payable upon the closing of such Amendment; provided, however, that PJT shall be entitled to 
only one Amendment Fee notwithstanding multiple or subsequent amendments in connection 
with a Restructuring or otherwise;  

(v) to the extent requested by PJT Partners and approved by the Company in its sole discretion, a 
discretionary fee in an amount to be determined by the Company in its sole discretion based 
upon the performance of PJT Partners during the engagement hereunder, earned and payable, in 
cash, on the same date as the Restructuring Fee is payable; and 

(vi) reimbursement of all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred during this engagement, 
including, but not limited to, travel and lodging, direct identifiable data processing, document 
production, publishing services and communication charges, courier services, working meals, 
reasonable fees and expenses of PJT Partners’ counsel (without the requirement that the 
retention of such counsel be approved by the court in any bankruptcy case) and other necessary 
expenditures, payable upon rendition of invoices setting forth in reasonable detail the nature 
and amount of such expenses, provided that the Company shall have the right to approve of such 
counsel (which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld).  In connection therewith the 
Company shall pay PJT Partners on the Effective Date and maintain thereafter a $25,000 expense 
advance for which PJT Partners shall account upon termination of this Agreement. PJT Partners 
shall not seek reimbursement of any individual item of expense in excess of $5,000 without the 
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prior written consent (email being acceptable) of the Company, which consent shall not be 
unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned. 

PJT Partners will direct all communications and notices regarding financial matters, including billing, to the 
contacts designated by the Company on Schedule I (the “Company Financial Matters Contacts”).  Please note that 
any invoices in excess of $500,000 will be provided to the Company Financial Matters Contacts in an encrypted 
form or other secure manner and subject to an authentication process.  Payments to PJT Partners shall be made 
pursuant to the wire instructions set forth on Schedule II, and any changes to the PJT Partners’ wire instructions 
will be provided by the PJT Partners financial matters contacts, as set forth on Schedule I (the “PJT Partners 
Financial Matters Contacts”), to the Company Financial Matters Contacts in an encrypted form or other secure 
manner and subject to an authentication process.  Any notices and communications regarding financial matters, 
including billing, from the Company shall be directed to one of the PJT Partners Financial Matters Contacts. 

All amounts herein are stated in U.S. dollars and all payments under this Agreement shall be paid in immediately 
available funds in U.S. dollars, free and clear of any tax, assessment or other governmental charge (with 
appropriate gross-up for withholding taxes).  If any amount to be paid is computed in any foreign currency, the 
value of such foreign currency shall, for purposes hereof, be converted in U.S. dollars at the prevailing exchange 
rate on the date such amount is paid. 

In the event that the Company is or becomes a debtor under Chapter 11, the Company shall use its best efforts to 
promptly apply to the bankruptcy court having jurisdiction over the Chapter 11 case or cases (the “Bankruptcy 
Court”) for the approval pursuant to sections 327 and 328 of the Bankruptcy Code of (A) this Agreement, including 
the attached indemnification agreement, and (B) PJT Partners’ retention by the Company under the terms of this 
Agreement and subject to the standard of review provided in section 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code and not 
subject to any other standard of review under section 330 of the Bankruptcy Code.  The Company shall supply PJT 
Partners with a draft of such application and any proposed order authorizing PJT Partners’ retention sufficiently in 
advance of the filing of such application and proposed order to enable PJT Partners and its counsel to review and 
comment thereon.   

PJT Partners shall have no obligation to provide any services under this Agreement in the event that the Company 
becomes a debtor under Chapter 11 unless PJT Partners’ retention under the terms of this Agreement is approved 
under section 328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code by a final order entered by the Bankruptcy Court that is no longer 
subject to appeal, rehearing, reconsideration or petition for certiorari, and which order is acceptable to PJT 
Partners in all respects. 

The Company will use its commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that PJT Partners’ post-petition compensation, 
expense reimbursements and payment received pursuant to the provisions of the indemnification agreement 
attached hereto as Attachment A shall be entitled to priority as expenses of administration under sections 
503(b)(1)(A) and 507(a)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code, and shall be entitled to the benefits of any “carve-outs” for 
professional fees and expenses in effect pursuant to one or more cash collateral and/or financing orders entered 
by the Bankruptcy Court.  Following entry of an order authorizing PJT Partners’ retention, the Company will assist 
PJT Partners in preparing, filing and serving fee statements, interim fee applications, and a final fee application.  
The Company will support PJT Partners’ fee applications that are consistent with this Agreement in papers filed 
with the Bankruptcy Court and during any Bankruptcy Court hearing. The Company will pay promptly the fees and 
expenses of PJT Partners, in each case, which are both (i) owed pursuant to this Agreement and (ii) approved by 
the Bankruptcy Court in accordance with the orders of the Bankruptcy Court. 

PJT Partners acknowledges that in the event that the Bankruptcy Court approves its retention by the Company, PJT 
Partners’ fees and expenses shall be subject to the jurisdiction and approval of the Bankruptcy Court under section 
328(a) of the Bankruptcy Code and any applicable fee and expense guideline orders; provided, however, that, to 
the extent time records are required, PJT Partners will keep them in one-half hour increments and, provided further, that 
PJT Partners shall not be required to maintain receipts for expenses in amounts less than $75.  In the event that 
the Company becomes a debtor under Chapter 11 and PJT Partners’ engagement hereunder is approved by the 
Bankruptcy Court, the Company shall pay all fees and expenses of PJT Partners hereunder as promptly as 
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practicable in accordance with the terms hereof.  Prior to commencing a Chapter 11 case, the Company shall pay 
all invoiced amounts to PJT Partners in immediately available funds by wire transfer. 

With respect to PJT Partners’ retention under sections 327 and 328 of the Bankruptcy Code, the Company 
acknowledges and agrees that PJT Partners’ restructuring expertise as well as its capital markets knowledge, 
financing skills and mergers and acquisitions capabilities, some or all of which may be required by the Company 
during the term of PJT Partners’ engagement hereunder, were important factors in determining the amount of the 
various fees set forth herein, and that the ultimate benefit to the Company of PJT Partners’ services hereunder 
could not be measured merely by reference to the number of hours to be expended by PJT Partners’ professionals 
in the performance of such services.  The Company also acknowledges and agrees that the various fees set forth 
herein have been agreed upon by the parties in anticipation that a substantial commitment of professional time 
and effort will be required of PJT Partners and its professionals hereunder over the life of the engagement, and in 
light of the fact that such commitment may foreclose other opportunities for PJT Partners and that the actual time 
and commitment required of PJT Partners and its professionals to perform its services hereunder may vary 
substantially from week to week or month to month, creating “peak load” issues for the firm.  In addition, given 
the numerous issues which PJT Partners may be required to address in the performance of its services hereunder, 
PJT Partners’ commitment to the variable level of time and effort necessary to address all such issues as they arise, 
and the market prices for PJT Partners’ services for engagements of this nature in an out-of-court context, the 
Company agrees that the fee arrangements hereunder (including the Monthly Fee, Capital Raising Fee, 
Restructuring Fee and Amendment Fee) are reasonable under the standards set forth in 11 U.S.C. Section 328(a). 

The advisory services and compensation arrangement set forth in this Agreement do not encompass other 
investment banking services or transactions that may be undertaken by PJT Partners at the request of Counsel or 
the Company, including the arranging of debt or equity capital (except as provided above), issuing fairness 
opinions or any other specific services not set forth in this Agreement.  The terms and conditions of any such 
investment banking services, including compensation arrangements, would be set forth in a separate written 
agreement between PJT Partners and the appropriate party. 

PJT Partners acknowledges that it has agreed to maintain the confidentiality of material non-public information 
provided to it by or at the request of the Company under and pursuant to the terms of that certain confidentiality 
agreement dated as of December 13, 2019 (the “Confidentiality Agreement”).  For the avoidance of doubt, PJT 
Partners may provide nonpublic Information (as defined below) to prospective transaction parties as contemplated 
by this Agreement, subject to such parties executing appropriate confidentiality agreements with the Company. 

The Company will furnish or cause to be furnished to PJT Partners such information as PJT Partners believes 
appropriate to its assignment (all such information so furnished being the “Information”).  The Company further 
agrees that it will provide PJT Partners with reasonable access to the Company and its directors, officers, 
employees, accountants, counsel and other advisers. To the best of the Company’s knowledge, the Information will 
be true and correct in all material respects and will not contain any material misstatement of fact or omit to state 
any material fact necessary to make the statements contained therein not misleading.  During the term of the 
engagement, the Company shall inform PJT Partners promptly upon becoming aware of any material developments 
relating to the Company which the Company reasonably expects may impact on the proposed Restructuring or if 
the Company becomes aware that any Information provided to PJT Partners is, or has become, untrue, unfair, 
inaccurate or misleading in any way.  Furthermore, the Company warrants and undertakes to PJT Partners that, in 
respect of all Information supplied by the Company, the Company has not obtained any such Information other 
than by lawful means and that disclosure to PJT Partners will not breach any agreement or duty of confidentiality 
owed to third parties.  The Company recognizes and confirms that PJT Partners (a) will use and rely primarily on the 
Information and on information available from generally recognized public sources in performing the services 
contemplated by this Agreement without having independently verified the same, (b) does not assume 
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the Information and such other information, (c) is entitled to rely 
upon the Information without independent verification, and (d) will not make an appraisal of any assets in 
connection with its assignment.  For the avoidance of doubt, the foregoing paragraph shall not apply to financial 
projections of the Company provided to PJT Partners. 
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In the event that the Information belonging to the Company is stored electronically on PJT Partners’ computer 
systems, PJT Partners shall not be liable for any damages resulting from unauthorized access, misuse or alteration 
of such information by persons not acting on its behalf, provided that PJT Partners exercises the same degree of 
care in protecting the confidentiality of, and in preventing unauthorized access to, the Company’s information that 
it exercises with regard to its own most sensitive proprietary information. 

PJT Partners acknowledges and agrees that the work product produced by PJT Partners pursuant to this 
Agreement is for the purpose of facilitating the rendering by Counsel of legal advice to the Company and 
constitutes attorney work product, and that any communication to Counsel, including, without limitation, any 
correspondence, analyses, reports and related materials that PJT Partners prepares, constitutes confidential and 
privileged communications and PJT Partners will not disclose the same or any of the Information to any other 
person except as requested by Counsel. 

Except as required by applicable law, any advice to be provided by PJT Partners under this Agreement shall not be 
disclosed publicly or made available to third parties (other than the Company’s other professional advisors, board 
of directors, managers, equityholders, and/or employees or, if appropriate in the Company’s judgment, in any 
filings in a Chapter 11 proceeding) without the prior written consent of PJT Partners.  In the event disclosure is 
required by subpoena or court order, the Company will provide PJT Partners with reasonable advance notice and 
permit PJT Partners to comment on the form and content of the disclosure.  All services, advice, information and 
reports provided by PJT Partners to Counsel in connection with this assignment shall be for the sole benefit of 
Counsel and shall not be relied upon by any other person. 

The Company acknowledges and agrees that PJT Partners will provide its investment banking services exclusively 
to Counsel on behalf of the members of the Board of Directors and senior management of the Company and not to 
the Company's shareholders or other constituencies. The Board of Directors and senior management will make all 
decisions for the Company regarding whether and how the Company will pursue a Restructuring, capital raise 
and/or Amendment and on what terms and by what process.  In so doing, the Board of Directors and senior 
management will also obtain the advice of the Company's legal, tax and other business advisors and consider such 
other factors which they consider appropriate before exercising their independent business judgment in respect of 
a Restructuring, capital raise and/or Amendment.  The Company and Counsel further acknowledge and agree that 
PJT Partners has been retained to act solely as investment banker to Counsel on behalf of the Company and does 
not in such capacity act as a fiduciary for the Company or any other person.  PJT Partners shall act as an 
independent contractor and any duties of PJT Partners arising out of its engagement pursuant to this Agreement 
shall be owed solely to the Company. Following the public announcement of a Restructuring, capital raise and/or 
Amendment, PJT Partners may, at its own expense, place tombstones on its marketing materials, including its 
website, describing PJT Partners’ services hereunder and the Company agrees that PJT Partners may use the 
Company’s logo in any such tombstones; provided that, PJT Partners shall only disclose such information as has 
already been made public.  In any press release or other public announcement made by the Company regarding a 
Restructuring, capital raise and/or Amendment that references the services hereunder, the Company shall refer to 
PJT Partners LP or such entity as PJT Partners may direct. 

In consideration of PJT Partners’ agreement to provide investment banking services to Counsel in connection with 
this Agreement, it is agreed that the Company will indemnify PJT Partners and its agents, representatives, 
members and employees pursuant to the indemnification agreement attached to this Agreement as Attachment A.  
The indemnification agreement is an integral part of this Agreement and the terms thereof are incorporated by 
reference herein.  PJT Partners acknowledges Counsel has no obligation to indemnify PJT Partners. 

PJT Partners’ engagement hereunder commenced on the Effective Date and will continue until 30 days after either 
Counsel or PJT Partners shall have notified the other party in writing of the termination of this Agreement; 
termination for cause by either party will occur immediately following such written notice. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, (a) the provisions relating to the payment of fees and expenses accrued through the date of 
termination, the status of PJT Partners as an independent contractor, the limitation as to whom PJT Partners shall 
owe any duties, and any other provision of this Agreement that, by its terms, survives termination, will survive any 
such termination, and (b) any such termination shall not affect the Company’s obligations under the 
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indemnification agreement attached as Attachment A or PJT Partners’ confidentiality obligations under the 
Confidentiality Agreement. Without limiting the foregoing, PJT Partners shall be entitled to the Restructuring Fee, 
Capital Raising Fee  and/or Amendment Fee (a “Tail Fee”) as applicable, in the event that, at any time prior to the 
expiration of 12 months following the written termination of this Agreement (the “Tail Period”) either (i) a 
Restructuring, a capital raise, and/or an Amendment, as applicable, is consummated or (ii) a definitive agreement 
with respect to a Restructuring, a capital raise, and/or an Amendment, respectively, is executed and a 
Restructuring, a capital raise, and/or an Amendment respectively, is thereafter consummated; provided, however, 
that no such Tail Fee shall be payable if this Agreement was terminated in writing by Counsel for Cause or by PJT 
Partners without good reason. For the avoidance of doubt, if this Agreement is terminated in writing by the 
Company for Cause, PJT Partners shall not be entitled to any Tail Fee unless and until there is a final judicial 
determination that no Cause existed to warrant such termination. As used in the prior two sentences, “Cause” 
shall mean a final judicial determination of the gross negligence, bad faith or willful misconduct of PJT Partners in 
performing the services that are the subject of this Agreement or a material breach of this Agreement by PJT 
Partners that is not cured within a reasonable period of time following PJT Partners’ receipt of notice of such 
breach. 

The Company represents that neither it nor any of its affiliates under common control, nor, to the knowledge of 
the Company, any of their respective directors or officers, is an individual or entity (“Person”) that is, or is owned 
or controlled by a Person that is: (i) a Person with whom dealings are prohibited or restricted under U.S. economic 
sanctions (including those administered or enforced by the U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets 
Control and the U.S. Department of State) or under sanctions imposed by the United Nations Security Council, 
Canada, the European Union, or member countries of the European Union; (ii) a Person that is the subject to anti-
money laundering prohibitions, restrictions, or sanctions specifically imposed on such Person by the United States, 
Canada, the European Union, member countries of the European Union, or any other relevant jurisdiction; or (iii) 
to the knowledge of the Company, not in compliance in all material respects with all applicable anti-money 
laundering laws and Sanctions laws. 

The Company should be aware that PJT Partners and/or its affiliates may be providing or may in the future provide 
financial or other services to other parties with conflicting interests.  Consistent with PJT Partners’ policy to hold in 
confidence the affairs of its clients, PJT Partners will not use confidential information obtained from the Company 
except in connection with PJT Partners’ services to, and PJT Partners’ relationship with, the Company, nor will PJT 
Partners use on the Company’s behalf or have any obligation to disclose or otherwise have any liability with 
respect to any confidential information obtained from any other client.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
provided elsewhere herein, the Company expressly acknowledges and agrees that none of the provisions of this 
Agreement shall in any way restrict PJT Partners from being engaged or mandated by any third party, or otherwise 
participating or assisting with any transaction involving any other party, other than a transaction that is the subject 
of this Agreement prior to the termination of this Agreement. 

Bruin hereby represents and warrants that (a) it is duly authorized to execute and deliver this Agreement for and 
on behalf of each of its subsidiaries listed on Schedule III hereto and (b) the execution and delivery of this 
Agreement and the performance of the obligations of Bruin and each of its subsidiaries listed on Schedule III 
hereto under this Agreement has been duly authorized and this Agreement constitutes a valid and legal agreement 
binding on each such party and enforceable in accordance with its terms. 

This Agreement (including the indemnification agreement attached hereto as Attachment A) and the 
Confidentiality Agreement embody the entire agreement and understanding between the parties hereto and 
supersedes all prior agreements and understandings relating to the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this 
Agreement is determined to be invalid or unenforceable in any respect, such determination will not affect or 
impair such provision or the remaining provisions of this Agreement in any other respect, which will remain in full 
force and effect.  No waiver, amendment or other modification of this Agreement shall be effective unless in 
writing and signed by each party to be bound thereby. This Agreement and any dispute or claim that may arise out 
of this Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the State of New York 
applicable to contracts executed in and to be performed in that state.   
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Each of the Company and Counsel hereby agrees that any action or proceeding brought by the Company and/or 
Counsel against PJT Partners based hereon or arising out of PJT Partners’ engagement hereunder, shall be brought 
and maintained by the Company and/or Counsel exclusively in the United States District Court for the Southern 
District of New York or the United States District Court for the Southern District of Texas; provided, if the Company 
commences a Chapter 11 case, all legal proceedings pertaining to this engagement arising after such case is 
commenced may be brought in the Bankruptcy Court handling such case.  Each of the Company and Counsel 
irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of such courts and appellate courts from any thereof for the purpose of any 
action or proceeding based hereon or arising out of PJT Partners’ engagement hereunder and irrevocably agrees to 
be bound by any judgment rendered thereby in connection with such action or proceedings.  Each of the Company 
and Counsel hereby irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by law, any objection it may have or 
hereafter may have to the laying of venue of any such action or proceeding brought in any such court referred to 
above and any claim that such action or proceeding has been brought in an inconvenient forum and agrees not to 
plead or claim the same. 

Notices.  Any notices required or permitted to be given hereunder by either party hereto to the other will be given 
in writing (i) by personal delivery, email or facsimile transmission, (ii) by nationally-recognized overnight delivery 
company or (iii) by prepaid first class, registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, in each case addressed to the 
other party hereto as set forth on Schedule I (or to such other address as the other party hereto may request in 
writing by notice given pursuant to this section). Notices will be deemed received on the earliest of: (a) if 
personally delivered, emailed or sent via facsimile, the same day; (b) if sent by overnight delivery company, on the 
second working day after the day it was sent; or (c) if sent by mail, when actually received. 

This Agreement may be executed, including by electronic signature, in one or more counterparts, each of which 
will be deemed an original and all of which together will constitute one and the same instrument.  A facsimile of a 
signed copy of this Agreement or other copy made by reliable mechanical means or an electronic signature may be 
relied upon as an original. 

 

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS] 
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Rev. 09.07.2016 
 

Please confirm that the foregoing correctly sets forth our agreement by signing and returning to PJT Partners the 
duplicate copy of this Agreement and the indemnification agreement attached hereto as Attachment A. 

Very truly yours, 

 
PJT PARTNERS LP 
 
By: PJT Management, LLC, its general partner 
 
 
By:  __________________________________________ 
 Name: Peter Laurinaitis  
 Title: Partner 

Accepted and Agreed to as 

of the date first written above: 
 
Bruin E&P Partners, LLC 
(on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries listed on Schedule III hereto) 
 
 

By:  
 Name: Tyler Crabtree 
 Title: Chief Financial Officer 
 
 
Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
 
 
By: __________________________________________ 
 Name:  
 Title: Partner  
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Rev. 09.07.2016 
 

Please confirm that the foregoing correctly sets forth our agreement by signing and returning to PJT Partners the 
duplicate copy of this Agreement and the indemnification agreement attached hereto as Attachment A. 

Very truly yours, 
 
PJT PARTNERS LP 
 
By: PJT Management, LLC, its general partner 
 
 
By:  __________________________________________ 
 Name: Peter Laurinaitis  
 Title: Partner 

Accepted and Agreed to as 
of the date first written above: 
 
Bruin E&P Partners, LLC 
(on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries listed on Schedule III hereto) 
 
 
By: __________________________________________ 
 Name: Tyler Crabtree 
 Title: Chief Financial Officer 
 
 
Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
 
 
By: __________________________________________ 
 Name:  
 Title: Partner  
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ATTACHMENT A 

April 20, 2020 

PJT Partners LP 
280 Park Avenue 
New York, NY  10017 

INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

This letter will confirm that PJT Partners LP (“PJT Partners”) has been engaged by Kirkland & Ellis LLP (“Counsel”) 
as counsel to Bruin E&P Partners, LLP (together with its affiliates and subsidiaries, the “Company”) in connection 
with the matters referred to in the letter of agreement, dated as of April 20, 2020, by and between PJT Partners 
and Counsel (the “Engagement Letter).  In connection with the engagement of PJT Partners to advise and assist 
Counsel on behalf of the Company as described in the attached Engagement Letter (the “Engagement”), in the 
event that PJT Partners becomes involved in any capacity in any claim, suit, action, proceeding, investigation or 
inquiry (including, without limitation, any shareholder or derivative action or arbitration proceeding) (collectively, 
a “Proceeding”) in connection with any matter in any way relating to or referred to in the Engagement Letter or 
arising out of the matters contemplated by the Engagement Letter, including, without limitation, related services 
and activities prior to the date of the Engagement Letter, the Company agrees to indemnify, defend and hold PJT 
Partners and its affiliates, and their respective current and former directors, officers, agents, employees, attorneys 
and other representatives and the successors and assigns of all of the foregoing persons (each an “Indemnified 
Party”) harmless to the fullest extent permitted by law, from and against any losses, claims, damages, fines, 
penalties, liabilities and expenses (“Losses”), whether they be joint or several, in connection with any matter in any 
way relating to or referred to in the Engagement Letter or arising out of the matters contemplated by the 
Engagement Letter, including, without limitation, related services and activities prior to the date of the 
Engagement Letter, except to the extent that it shall be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction in a 
judgment that has become final in that it is no longer subject to appeal or other review that such Losses resulted 
primarily from the gross negligence, bad faith or willful misconduct of such Indemnified Party.  In the event that 
any Indemnified Party becomes involved in any capacity in any Proceeding (regardless of whether or not such or 
any Indemnified Party is a party to or the subject of such Proceeding) in connection with any matter in any way 
relating to or referred to in the Engagement Letter or arising out of the matters contemplated by the Engagement 
Letter (including, without limitation, in enforcing the Engagement Letter), the Company will reimburse such 
Indemnified Party for its legal and other expenses (including the cost of any investigation and preparation) as such 
expenses are incurred by such Indemnified Party in connection therewith.  The Company also agrees to cooperate 
with any Indemnified Party and to give, and so far as it is able to procure the giving of, all such information and 
render all such assistance to such Indemnified Party as such Indemnified Party may reasonably request in 
connection with any Proceeding and not to take any action which might reasonably be expected to prejudice the 
position of any Indemnified Party in relation to any Proceeding without the consent of PJT Partners (such consent 
not to be unreasonably withheld).  In the event that any Indemnified Party is requested or authorized by the 
Company or required by government regulation, subpoena or other legal process to produce documents, or to 
make its current or former personnel available as witnesses at deposition or trial, arising as a result of or in 
connection with the matters referred to in the Engagement Letter, the Company will, so long as PJT Partners is not 
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a party to the Proceeding in which the information is sought, pay PJT Partners the fees and expenses of its counsel 
incurred in responding to such a request.   

If such indemnification is for any reason not available or insufficient to hold an Indemnified Party harmless, the 
Company agrees to contribute to the Losses involved in the proportion appropriate to reflect the relative benefits 
received or sought to be received by the Company and its security holders and affiliates and other constituencies, 
on the one hand, and the Indemnified Party, on the other hand, in connection with the matters contemplated by 
the Engagement Letter, or, if such allocation is determined by a court or arbitral tribunal to be unavailable, in such 
proportion as is appropriate to reflect other equitable considerations such as the relative fault of the Company or 
its security holders and affiliates or other constituencies, on the one hand, and of the Indemnified Parties, on the 
other hand; provided, however, that, to the extent permitted by applicable law, the Indemnified Parties shall not 
be responsible for amounts which in the aggregate are in excess of the amount of all fees actually received by PJT 
Partners from the Company in connection with the Engagement.  The Company agrees that for the purposes of 
this paragraph the relative benefits received, or sought to be received, by the Company and its security holders 
and affiliates and other constituencies, on the one hand, and the Indemnified Party, on the other hand, in 
connection with the matters contemplated by the Engagement Letter shall be deemed to be in the same 
proportion that the total value received or paid or contemplated to be received or paid by the Company or its 
security holders or affiliates and other constituencies, as the case may be, as a result of or in connection with the 
matters (whether or not consummated) for which PJT Partners has been retained to perform financial services 
bears to the fees paid to PJT Partners under the Engagement Letter; provided, however, to the extent permitted by 
applicable law, the Indemnified Parties, taken together, shall not be liable for Losses which in the aggregate are in 
excess of the amount of fees actually received by PJT Partners pursuant to the Engagement Letter (exclusive of 
amounts paid for reimbursement of expenses under the Engagement Letter).   

The Company agrees that no Indemnified Party shall have any liability to the Company or any person asserting 
claims on behalf of or in right of the Company in connection with any matter in any way relating to or referred to 
in the Engagement Letter or arising out of the matters contemplated by the Engagement Letter, including, without 
limitation, related services and activities prior to the date of the Engagement Letter, except to the extent that it 
shall be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction in a judgment that has become final in that it is no longer 
subject to appeal or other review that any Losses incurred by the Company resulted primarily from the gross 
negligence, bad faith or willful misconduct of PJT Partners.   

If any Proceeding shall be brought, threatened or asserted against an Indemnified Party in respect of which 
indemnity or contribution may be sought against the Company, PJT Partners shall promptly notify the Company in 
writing; provided that failure to so notify the Company shall not relieve the Company from any liability which the 
Company may have on account of this indemnity or otherwise, except to the extent the Company shall have been 
actually materially prejudiced by such failure.  The Company, upon the written request of such Indemnified Party, 
shall or, upon written notice to such Indemnified Party, may elect to, assume the defense of such Proceeding, at 
the Company’s own expense, with counsel reasonably satisfactory to such Indemnified Party.  Such Indemnified 
Party shall have the right to employ separate counsel in any such Proceeding and to participate in the defense 
thereof, but the fees and expenses of such counsel shall be at the expense of such Indemnified Party unless (a) the 
Company has agreed in writing to pay such fees and expenses, (b) the Company has failed to assume the defense, 
pursue the defense reasonably diligently or to employ counsel in a timely manner, (c) outside counsel to such 
Indemnified Party has advised such Indemnified Party that in such Proceeding there is an actual or potential 
conflict of interest or a conflict on any material issue between the Company’s position and the position of such 
Indemnified Party or (d) the named parties to any such Proceeding (including any impleaded parties) include such 
Indemnified Party and the Company, and outside counsel to such Indemnified Party has advised such Indemnified 
Party that there may be one or more legal defenses available to such Indemnified Party which are different from or 
in addition to those available to the Company.  

The Company agrees that, without PJT Partners’ prior written consent (which shall not be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delayed), it will not settle, compromise or consent to the entry of any judgment in any pending or 
threatened Proceeding in respect of which indemnification or contribution may be sought hereunder (whether or 
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not an Indemnified Party is an actual or potential party to such Proceeding), or otherwise directly or indirectly 
facilitate or participate in any such settlement, compromise or consent by any director, officer or affiliate of the 
Company, unless such settlement, compromise or consent (a) includes an explicit and unconditional release from 
the settling, compromising or consenting party of each Indemnified Party from all liability arising out of such 
Proceeding and (b) does not contain any factual or legal admission by or with respect to any Indemnified Party or 
any adverse statement with respect to the character, professionalism, due care, loyalty, expertise or reputation of 
any Indemnified Party or any action or inaction by each Indemnified Party.  No Indemnified Party seeking 
indemnification, reimbursement or contribution under this letter agreement will, without the Company’s prior 
written consent (which shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed), settle, compromise, consent 
to the entry of any judgment or otherwise seek to terminate any action, claim, suit, investigation or proceeding in 
respect of which indemnification, reimbursement or contribution may be sought. 

The Company’s reimbursement, indemnification and contribution obligations under this letter agreement shall be 
in addition to any liability which the Company may otherwise have at law or in equity, shall not be limited by any 
rights PJT Partners or any other Indemnified Party may otherwise have and shall be binding upon and inure to the 
benefit of any successors, assigns, heirs and personal representatives of the Company, PJT Partners and any other 
Indemnified Party. 

This agreement embodies the entire agreement and understanding between the parties hereto and supersedes all 
prior agreements and understandings relating to the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this agreement is 
determined to be invalid or unenforceable in any respect, such determination will not affect or impair such 
provision or the remaining provisions of this agreement in any other respect, which will remain in full force and 
effect.  No waiver, amendment or other modification of this letter agreement shall be effective unless in writing 
and signed by each party to be bound thereby.  

This agreement may be executed, including by electronic signature, in one or more counterparts, each of which 
will be deemed an original and all of which together will constitute one and the same instrument.  A facsimile of a 
signed copy of this agreement or other copy made by reliable mechanical means or an electronic signature may be 
relied upon as an original. 

The Company hereby agrees that any action or proceeding brought by the Company against PJT Partners based 
hereon or arising out of PJT Partners’ engagement hereunder, shall be brought and maintained by the Company 
exclusively in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York or the United States District 
Court for the Southern District of Texas; provided, if the Company commences a Chapter 11 case, all legal 
proceedings pertaining to this engagement arising after such case is commenced may be brought in the 
Bankruptcy Court handling such case.  The Company irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of such courts and 
appellate courts from any thereof for the purpose of any action or proceeding based hereon or arising out of PJT 
Partners’ engagement hereunder and irrevocably agrees to be bound by any judgment rendered thereby in 
connection with such action or proceedings.  The Company hereby irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent 
permitted by law, any objection it may have or hereafter may have to the laying of venue of any such action or 
proceeding brought in any such court referred to above and any claim that such action or proceeding has been 
brought in an inconvenient forum and agrees not to plead or claim the same. 

 

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS] 
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The provisions of this agreement shall apply to the Engagement, as well as any additional engagement of PJT 
Partners by us in connection with the matters which are the subject of the Engagement, and any modification of 
the Engagement or additional engagement and shall remain in full force and effect regardless of any termination 
or the completion of your services under the Engagement Letter. 

Bruin E&P Partners, LLC hereby represents and warrants that (a) it is duly authorized to execute and deliver this 
agreement for and on behalf of each of its subsidiaries listed on Schedule III to the Engagement Letter and (b) the 
execution and delivery of this agreement and the performance of the obligations of Bruin E&P Partners, LLC and 
each of its subsidiaries listed on Schedule III to the Engagement Letter under this agreement has been duly 
authorized and this agreement constitutes a valid and legal agreement binding on each such party and enforceable 
in accordance with its terms. 

This agreement and the Engagement Letter shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of 
the State of New York applicable to contracts executed in and to be performed in that state. 

Very truly yours, 
 
Bruin E&P Partners, LLC  
(on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries listed on Schedule 
III to the Engagement Letter) 
 

By:   
 Name:  Tyler Crabtree 
 Title:  Chief Financial Officer 

Accepted and Agreed to as 
of the date first written above: 
 
PJT PARTNERS LP 
 
By: PJT Management, LLC, its general partner 
 
 
By: __________________________________________ 
 Name:  Peter Laurinaitis 
 Title:  Partner 
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Schedule I 
Notices 

Financial Matters Contacts:  All communications and notices related to financial matters, including billing, shall be 
addressed to the following: 

If to PJT Partners: 
PJT Partners LP 
280 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10017 
 
Attention to either:   

x Helen Meates, Chief Financial Officer; htm@pjtpartners.com; 212.364.7807 
x David Figur, Director of Finance; figur@pjtpartners.com; 212.364.5056; or 

 
If to the Company: 

Bruin E&P Partners, LLC 
602 Sawyer St, Suite 710 
Houston, TX 77007 
Attention:   

x Tyler Crabtree, Chief Financial Officer; tcrabtree@bruinep.com; 713.456.3005  
 
 

All other notices shall be addressed to the following: 

If to PJT Partners: 
PJT Partners LP 
280 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10017 
Attention:  General Counsel 
Email:  cuminale@pjtpartners.com 
Tel:  212.364.7170 
 

If to the Company: 
Bruin E&P Partners, LLC 
602 Sawyer St, Suite 710 
Houston, TX 77007 
Attention: General Counsel 
Email: wgetschow@bruinep 
Tel: 281.990.6953 
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Schedule II 
 

Wire Instructions 
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Schedule III 
 

Subsidiaries 
 

Bruin Williston Holdings, LLC 
Bruin Williston I, LLC 

Bruin Williston II, LLC, 
Bruin E&P Operating, LLC 

Bruin E&P Non-Op Holdings, LLC 
Bruin Midstream, LLC. 
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